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Caros(as) Colegas,

É com muito prazer e orgulho que vos damos as boas vindas à 24ª reunião anual da SPGH. 

Este ano que tanto nos surpreendeu, confinou-nos e determinou muito das nossas vidas 
pessoais e profissionais. Tendo presente a iden�dade da nossa Sociedade e respeitando os 
seus estatutos, embora rodeados de incertezas, mas tendo presente que “o sonho comanda 
a vida”, foi com determinação e por unanimidade que a Direção da SPGH e a sua Comissão 
Cien�fica decidiram organizar a reunião anual da SPGH em formato não presencial. 
 
Embora sendo a primeira reunião virtual da nossa Sociedade, pretendeu-se desde o 
primeiro momento, valorizar a inves�gação e demais a�vidades em Gené�ca Humana 
realizadas por portugueses, trabalhando em Portugal ou no estrangeiro. Assim, visando 
perpetuar a tradição cien�fica da nossa reunião anual, preparou-se um programa que inclui 
temas de grande atualidade e relevância, como as doenças raras e a imunogené�ca, para 
além de uma mesa redonda em bioé�ca dedicada à equidade no acesso às novas terapias 
para doenças gené�cas. Man�vemos também no programa as comunicações orais, a 
apresentação de posters, bem como os prémios SPGH. 

Felizmente, conseguiu-se o apoio de diversas ins�tuições, públicas e privadas, que apoiam 
há já vários anos a realização da reunião anual da nossa Sociedade, incluindo a atribuição 
dos referidos prémios. Estes apoios permitem-nos con�nuar a valorizar “o sonho” de 
homens e de mulheres que num perpétuo buscar, abrem novos caminhos e geram novo 
conhecimento na área da Gené�ca Humana. 

Estamos-vos gratos pelos trabalhos de elevada qualidade que submeteram à reunião anual 
da nossa Sociedade, os quais são representa�vos das múl�plas ins�tuições que se dedicam à 
Gené�ca Humana no nosso país.
   
Foi com dedicação e empenho que preparámos a 24ª Reunião anual da SPGH, é celebrando a 
SPGH que vos convidamos a desfrutar e a par�cipar a�vamente nesta nossa primeira 
reunião virtual. 

A Comissão Organizadora,

João Gonçalves
Célia Ventura

Rosário Pinto Leite
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Dear colleagues,

It is with great pleasure that we welcome you to the 24th annual mee�ng of SPGH.

This year surprised us so much, constrained and affected a lot our personal and professional 
lives. Bearing in mind the iden�ty of our Society and respec�ng its statutes, although 
surrounded by uncertain�es but bearing in mind that “the dream rules life”, it was with 
determina�on and unanimously that the Board of SPGH and its Scien�fic Commi�ee 
decided to organize the annual mee�ng of SPGH in a virtual format.

Although being the first virtual mee�ng of our Society, it was intended from the first 
moment, to value research and other ac�vi�es in Human Gene�cs carried out by Portuguese 
researchers, working in Portugal or abroad. Thus, aiming to perpetuate the scien�fic 
tradi�on of our annual mee�ng, a program was prepared with relevant and very current 
topics, such as rare diseases and immunogene�cs. In addi�on, a round table on bioethics 
dedicated to equity in access to new therapies for gene�c diseases, was also included in the 
scien�fic program, as well as, the tradi�onal oral communica�ons, e-posters and the SPGH's 
awards.

Fortunately, it was possible to obtained ins�tu�onal support and sponsorship from private 
companies, including the dona�ons to SPGH's awards. These supports allow us to promote 
“the dream” of men and women who in a con�nuous search, develop innova�ve ideas and 
generate new knowledge in the field of Human gene�cs.

We are grateful to all of you for the high-quality of abstracts submi�ed to our Society's 
annual mee�ng, which are representa�ve of the mul�ple ins�tu�ons dedicated to Human 
Gene�cs in our country.

It was with dedica�on and commitment that we prepared the 24th Annual Mee�ng of SPGH, 
it is celebra�ng SPGH that we invite you to enjoy and ac�vely par�cipate in this first virtual 
mee�ng.

The Organizing Commi�ee,

João Gonçalves
Célia Ventura

Rosário Pinto Leite
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Coffee-break / ePoster viewing / Concurrent Supporting Companies' presentations10h40 - 11h00  

WELCOME10h00 

Chairs: João Gonçalves, Célia Ventura, Rosário Pinto Leite

KEYNOTE LECTURE 1 “A DIAGNOSIS FOR ALL RARE GENETIC DISEASES” 
(virtual communication)

Kym Boycott (CHEO Research Institute, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada)

Chair: Carla Oliveira

10h10 - 10h40 

SELECTED ORAL PRESENTATIONS - SESSION I: BASIC RESEARCH 
(virtual communications with live questions and answers)

11h00 - 11h50 

Chairs: Joana Melo and Susana Fernandes

GENE EDITED IPSC-DERIVED CARDIOMYOCYTES REVEAL RNA SPLICING DEFECTS 
IN HYPERTROPHIC CARDIOMYOPATHY
Marta Furtado 

Instituto de Medicina Molecular João Lobo Antunes, Faculdade de Medicina, Universidade de Lisboa

Lisboa, Portugal

PERMANENT INACTIVATION OF THE ATXN3 GENE: A POSSIBLE THERAPEUTIC 
APPROACH FOR MACHADO-JOSEPH DISEASE
Sara M. Lopes

Center for Neuroscience and Cell Biology (CNC), University of Coimbra, Portugal; 

Institute for Interdisciplinary Research (IIIUC), University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

THE TUMOR SUPPRESSOR P53 ACQUIRES ONCOGENIC FUNCTIONS DUE TO 
A TRANSLATIONAL SWITCH DURING INTEGRATED STRESS RESPONSE
Rafaela Lacerda

MaRCU — Molecular and RNA Cancer Unit; Departamento de Genética Humana, 

Instituto Nacional de Saúde Dr. Ricardo Jorge, Lisboa, Portugal; BioISI — BioSystems & Integrative Sciences, 

Faculdade de Ciências, Universidade de Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal

SELECTED ORAL PRESENTATIONS - SESSION II: CLINICAL RESEARCH 

(virtual communications with live questions and answers)

11h55 - 12h40 

Chairs: Sérgio Sousa and Sofia Dória

GENOTYPE-PHENOTYPE ASSOCIATIONS PROVIDE A RATIONAL TO IDENTIFY 
POTENTIALLY ACTIONABLE VUS
José Peláez

IPATIMUP, i3, Porto, Portugal

EFFECT OF FMR1 ALLELIC COMPLEXITY COMBINATIONS IN X-CHROMOSOME 
INACTIVATION SKEWING: TESTS ON COHORTS OF INFERTILE FEMALES AND 
OOCYTE DONORS
Bárbara Rodrigues

Molecular Genetics Unit, Centro de Genética Médica Jacinto Magalhães (CGM), 

Centro Hospitalar Universitário do Porto (CHUP); Unit for Multidisciplinary Research in Biomedicine (UMIB), 

Institute of Biomedical Sciences Abel Salazar, (ICBAS), UP, Porto, Portugal

CELL-FREE DNA: A TOOL FOR THE DIAGNOSIS AND FOLLOW-UP OF ORAL CANCER?
Ivana Martins

Cytogenetics and Genomics Laboratory, Faculty of Medicine, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

OP1

OP4

OP2

OP5

OP3

OP6
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SELECTED ORAL PRESENTATIONS - SESSION III: CLINICAL CASES REPORTS  
(virtual communications with live questions and answers)

12h45 - 13h15  

Chairs: Ana Berta Sousa and Lina Ramos

A CASE OF MOWAT-WILSON SYNDROME DUE TO A MISSENSE VARIANT 
– CASE REPORT AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Susana L. Ferreira

Serviço de Genética Médica, Centro Hospitalar Universitário de Lisboa Central, Lisboa, Portugal

CUBILIN VARIANTS IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE INCLUDING 
END-STAGE
Rita Quental

Serviço de Genética Médica, Centro Hospitalar Universitário de São João, Porto, Portugal

TBCD-RELATED ENCEPHALOPATHY: A PATIENT WITH A SEVERE NEONATAL 
PRESENTATION
Marta P. Soares

Serviço de Genética, Hospital de Santa Maria, Centro Hospitalar Universitário Lisboa Norte, 

Centro Académico de Medicina de Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal

OP7

OP8

OP9

Lunch-break / ePoster viewing / Concurrent Supporting Companies' presentations

SPONSOR'S PRESENTATIONS 

13h15 - 14h30  

14h00 - 14h30

14h00 - 14h15 

14h15 - 14h30

KAPA TARGET ENRICHMENT PORTFOLIO 

- BETTER BY DESIGN

Markos Mihalatos

Sponsor:

Sponsor:
SCREENING OF NEW DISEASE-CAUSING GENES 

IMPROVES THE MOLECULAR DIAGNOSTIC YIELDS 

OF EXOME SEQUENCING-NEGATIVE CASES WITH 

INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY
Joana Salgado (CHUC)
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KEYNOTE LECTURE 2: “INBORN ERRORS OF IMMUNITY TO SARS-COV-2” 
(virtual communication)

15h30 - 16h00  

Chair: Isabel Carreira

Jean-Laurent Casanova (The Rockefeller University, New York, USA)

SPGH AWARDS CEREMONY 
(live session)

17h00 - 17h20  

Chairs: João Gonçalves and Carla Oliveira

CLOSING SESSION 
(live session)

17h20 - 17h30 

17h45 - 20h00 

Chairs: João Gonçalves, Célia Ventura, Rosário Pinto Leite

Address by the Future President 

SPGH AWARD LECTURE 
(virtual communication)

16h30 - 17h00  

Chairs: Carla Oliveira and Jorge Pinto Basto

Speaker to be announced

Coffee-break / ePoster viewing / Concurrent Supporting Companies' presentations16h00 - 16h30  

 

                            Chairs: João Gonçalves, Célia Ventura, Rosário Pinto Leite

SPGH GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

BIOETHICS DEBATE (BE): “SENSE AND SENSIBILITY – THE PRINCIPLE OF EQUITY 
AND THE DIFFICULT BALANCE OF THE NEW TARGETED THERAPIES FOR GENETIC DISEASES” 
(VIRTUAL COMMUNICATIONS WITH LIVE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS)

Conclusions and Recommendations
Heloísa Santos (President of the Bioethics Commission of SPGH)

Carolino Monteiro (Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Lisbon, Portugal)

General Discussion (live questions and answers)

BE-1: “THE NEW THERAPIES AND THE DIFFICULT CHALLENGE OF EQUITY AND 
BENEFICENCE IN HEALTHCARE. THE ROLE OF SOCIETY”

BE-2: “EQUITY, JUSTICE AND BENEFICENCE IN ACCESS TO PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS”

BE-3: “AND THE SOCIETY?”

14h30 - 15h30 

Chair: Célia Ventura

Heloísa Santos (President of the Bioethics Commission of SPGH)

António Faria Vaz (INFARMED, Lisbon, Portugal)

Joaquim Brites (APN - Associação Portuguesa de Neuromusculares)
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Kym Boycott 
 
 
 
Kym Boycott is a Professor of Pediatrics at the University of Ottawa in Canada, where she is a Clinical Geneticist 
at the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario (CHEO), Chair of the Department of Genetics, and a Senior 
Scientist at the CHEO Research Institute. Dr. Boycott is a Tier 1 Canada Research Chair in Rare Disease 
Precision Health whose research program bridges clinical genomics to basic research and is focused on 
understanding the molecular pathogenesis of rare diseases to improve patient care and family well-being. She 
leads the national Care4Rare Canada Consortium integrating genomic and other –omic technologies to improve 
our understanding of rare disease, with a particular focus on solving the unsolved and most difficult rare 
diseases. To leverage these discoveries, she co-leads the Canadian Rare Diseases: Models & Mechanisms 
Network, established to catalyze connections between newly discovered rare disease genes and basic 
scientists who can rapidly study them in model systems. Globally, she moves the rare disease agenda forward 
as part of the Global Commission to End the Diagnostic Odyssey for Children.  
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Heloísa G. Santos,  
heloisa.santos@mail.telepac.pt 
 
 
 
Consultant in Medical Genetics and Paediatrics. President of SPGH Bioethics Committee. Head of Genetics 
Unit of Paediatric Service, Hospital Santa Maria (1974-1999). First Director of Medical Genetics Service of 
Hospital Santa Maria, Lisboa (1999-2004). Consultant in Medical Genetics of Molecular Medicine Institute, 
Faculty Medicine, University Lisbon (2004-2007).  
 
Permanent Consultant in Medical Genetics of portuguese Directorate-General of Health, since 1996. University 
Assistant of Medical Genetics in Faculty of Medical Sciences of University of Lisbon (1977-1982).  University 
Assistant of Medical Genetics of Faculty of Medicine University of Lisboa (1983-1991). PhD in Genetics (1991), 
Faculty of Medicine University Lisbon (FMUL). Invited Professor of Medical Genetics in FMUL (1991-2004). 
Lecture in Bioethics in the Bioethics Centre of Faculty of Medicine University of Lisbon (from 2000).  
 
Member of UNESCO International Bioethics Committee (2002-2006). President of Bioethics Council of 
Portuguese Nacional Health Institute, INSA (2012-2015); President of Bioethics Committee of Portuguese 
Paediatrics Society until 2016. National Genetics Award-1991; Tuberous Sclerosis Association Award-1994; 
INSA AWARD (2017).  
 
Member of ESHG (from 1978), BSMG (from 1984), Portuguese Society of Paediatrics (from 1970), SPGH 
(Honorary), Tuberous Sclerosis Association (Honorary).  
 
European Society Human Genetics (ESHG) – member from 1978. Host and local President of the ESHG 30th 
Annual Meeting (Lisbon, 1997). Scientific Programme Committee Member (1997-1999).  
 
Portuguese Society Human Genetics - Founder member (1996), President in 1997 (the first) and in 2004. 
Honorary Member (2011), President of Bioethics Committee from 2010.  
 
Over 120 publications in Medical Genetics and Bioethics most in international journals and books, including, in 
collaboration with André Pereira, “Genética para todos - de Mendel à Revolução Genómica do século XXI: a 
prática, a ética, as leis e a sociedade”, Gradiva, 2019. Research leader in several scientific projects.   
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António Faria Vaz  
 
 
 
António Faria Vaz, Licenciado em Medicina pela Faculdade de Medicina de Lisboa (1983); Especialista em 
Medicina Geral e Familiar (1990), Pós-Graduado em Economia de Medicamentos (ISEG/FFL (1995-1997); 
Mestrado em Farmacoepidemiologia (2000-2005); Mestrado em Ensaios Clínicos (2005-2006); Mestrado em 
Bioética (2014-2018). 
 
É Vice-Presidente do Conselho Diretivo do INFARMED, I.P., Presidente da RedÉtica, Presidente da CES da 
ARS LVT. Foi Vice-Presidente da CEIC (2005-2011). 
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Joaquim Brites  
presidente@apn.pt  
 
 
 
Joaquim Brites é Eletrotécnico e Gestor de profissão. Diplomado por várias Business School na área das 
Relações Interpessoais e Liderança de equipas.  
 
Natural e residente em Leiria, tem 60 anos. É casado e tem dois filhos, um deles, com 29 anos, portador de 
uma Distrofia Muscular de Duchenne.  
 
Membro da Direção da APN – Associação Portuguesa de Neuromusculares há 22 anos, assumiu a Presidência 
da Instituição em 2012.  
 
A prioridade da instituição centrou-se sempre no apoio direto aos portadores de doença neuromuscular, e às 
suas famílias. O projeto de “Assistência Pessoal”, como ferramenta essencial para uma vida (IN)Dependente, 
tem sido um dos seus grandes combates.  
 
• É Presidente da Assembleia Geral da Aliança Portuguesa de Associações de Doenças Raras desde 2012 e 
representante dos Doentes Neuromusculares portugueses, em vários organismos europeus.  
•  Membro da Comissão Instaladora da Nova Organização Representativa das Associações de Doenças Raras  
•  Membro do Patient Advisory Board do European Patient Advocacy Group (ePAG), da EURORDIS  
•  Membro, em representação de Portugal, da “Plateforme Maladies Rares”, em França  
•  Membro do TREAT NMD, em nome individual e em representação da APN.  
•  Membro da ERN-NMD – European Reference Network for Neuromuscular Diseases.   
   (Não efetivo por falta de Centro de Referência para Neuromusculares, em Portugal).  
•  Membro da Comissão das Políticas de Inclusão para as Pessoas com Deficiência.  
•  Membro Fundador da Plataforma SIP-PT (Societal Impact of Pain - Portugal).  
• Membro da Estrutura de Missão para a Promoção das Acessibilidades, em representação da deficiência  
    motora.  
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Jean-Laurent Casanova 
 
 
 
 
 
Jean-Laurent Casanova received his M.D. in 1987 and his Ph.D. in 1992, after training at the Pasteur Institute 
in Paris and the Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research in Lausanne. He was appointed professor at Necker in 
1999. There, with Laurent Abel, he cofounded the Laboratory of Human Genetics of Infectious Diseases. He 
led the experimental lab, whereas Dr. Abel led the computational lab. He was named an international HHMI 
research scholar while at Necker (2005-2008). He was appointed professor at Rockefeller University in 2008 
and named HHMI investigator in 2014. He and Dr. Abel maintained their lab in Paris, while running their new 
lab in NY. 
 
Over the last 25 years, Dr. Casanova discovered and characterized the first monogenic etiologies for a variety 
of severe viral, bacterial, and fungal infections that predispose otherwise healthy infants, children, adolescents, 
and even adults to a single type of infectious disease. These discoveries have provided compelling evidence 
that life-threatening infectious diseases can be caused by monogenic inborn errors of immunity. 
 
Dr. Casanova was recipient of multiple international awards, including the Dautrebande Prize (Belgium, 2004), 
Richard Lounsbery Award (USA/France, 2008), E. Mead Johnson Award (USA, 2010), InBev Baillet-Latour 
Health Prize (Belgium, 2011), Ilse and Helmut Wachter Foundation Award (Austria, 2012), Milstein Award (USA, 
2012), Robert Koch Award (Germany, 2014), Sanofi-Institut Pasteur Award (France, 2014), Stanley J. 
Korsmeyer Award (USA, 2016), and Inserm Grand Prix (France, 2016). He was elected to EMBO (2005), USA 
National Academy of Sciences (2015), and USA National Academy of Medicine (2015). 
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A Diagnosis for All Rare Genetic Diseases 
 
Kym Boycott, MD, PhD, FRCPC, FCCMG 
CHEO Research Institute, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada 
 
 
 
 
Accurate diagnosis is the cornerstone of medicine. Progress toward the discovery of the genetic basis of every 
rare disease (RD) has been substantial over the past decade secondary to the introduction of exome 
sequencing. However, families with a RD often spend more than five years on a diagnostic odyssey of specialist 
visits and invasive testing that is lengthy, costly, and often futile. Although fewer than 3% of RDs have a therapy 
approved by the US Food and Drug Administration, accurate genetic diagnosis remains essential for informed 
care (e.g., genetic counseling, surveillance, coordinated clinical care, and family planning) and patient and 
family well-being (psychological closure, emotional relief, and access to resources and support).  
 
Despite our increased understanding of the mechanisms of RDs, the majority of patients remain undiagnosed 
because they do not have access to appropriate expertise and testing. For patients living in countries with more 
developed health-care systems, the current diagnostic paradigm for RDs is not designed for those who remain 
undiagnosed after initial investigations because of several challenges, including interpretation of test results 
and limitations inherent to the paradigm.  
 
An expansion of approaches in the clinic is required for undiagnosed RD patients including some level of data 
sharing. Leveraging opportunities to participate in research programs that promote international sharing of 
deeper levels of data and utilize new technologies to understand RDs is an important path forward for patients 
seeking a diagnosis.  
 
Given recent advancements in such technologies and international initiatives, the prospect of identifying a 
molecular diagnosis for all patients with RDs has never been so attainable, but achieving this goal will require 
global cooperation at an unprecedented scale.  
 
This presentation will highlight new approaches to RDs that will hopefully enable diagnoses for all such patients 
in the coming decade. 
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Sensibilidade e Bom Senso – O principio da equidade e o difícil equilíbrio das novas terapias génicas  
 
Heloísa Santos  
Presidente Comissão Bioética da SPGH, Lisboa 
 
  
 
 
A introdução das novas terapias génicas na clínica é crescentemente complexa e difícil de interpretar e, em 
cada nova situação, a decisão dos órgãos competentes de aceitação ou recusa nos mercados europeus ou 
nacional e a sua autorização individual é difícil de interpretar. É sabido que estas novas terapias  são, com 
frequência, de grande eficácia e podem interromper a mortalidade ou aumentar a vida dos doentes. Contudo, 
em primeiro lugar, é indispensável comprovar, através de ensaios clínicos, uma beneficente eficácia e a 
ausência de maleficentes efeitos secundários. Este objetivo está  por vezes  dificultado pelo aparecimento de 
informações científicas contraditórias, reduzido número de população testada e tempo de utilização limitado.  
A assimétrica falta de acesso de todos os doentes, por dificuldades financeiras ou deficientes condições locais, 
cria ainda graves iniquidades e impede uma adequada justiça distributiva. Também a necessidade moral de 
garantir que os elevados e incontrolados custos de cada novo medicamento de terapia génica, e de todos os 
que serão anualmente aprovados, não irão desequilibrar o orçamento dos serviços públicos de saúde e impedir 
a compra de outros medicamentos ou reduzir alternativas formas de apoio aos restantes utilizadores é outro 
passo de avaliação incontornável.  
 
Pretende -se nesta Mesa Redonda analisar, avaliar e discutir, do ponto de vista bioético e á luz do respeito 
pelas principais recomendações éticas internacionais, os principais fatores condicionantes das decisões a nível 
nacional e internacional. Também demonstrar a imperiosa urgência de futuras mudanças tendentes a 
ultrapassar os principais obstáculos. Entre estas mudanças será de referir a importância dum papel mais 
interventivo de apoio financeiro pela sociedade civil (deveres de ética coletiva), já existente noutros países, 
exemplificado pela criação de crowdfundings, e a imperiosa modificação da atualmente não transparente, 
sigilosa e lucrativa forma de negociação com os representantes dos governos e associações de doentes por 
parte das poderosas multinacionais farmacêuticas.  
 
Embora existam novas terapias génicas noutras situações (cancros, doenças imunológicas, outras doenças 
neurológicas, etc.) optámos, como modelo de avaliação, a última e mais cara terapia génica introduzida no 
mercado (Zolgensma) utilizada no tratamento da Atrofia Muscular Espinhal, tipo I. Esta doença autossómica 
recessiva, com morte precoce antes dos 2 anos, é causada por deleção  homozigota ou mutação do gene 
SMN1 (Survival Motor Neurone). A sua prevalência é estimada entre 1:6000 a 1:10000 RN.  
 
Leituras recomendadas  
 
Advances in treatment of spinal muscular atrophy - new phenotypes, new challenges, new implications for care. 
Schorling DC, Pechmann A, Kirschner J. J Neuromuscul Dis 7(2020) 1-13. 
Patient access to experimental treatments. Bioethics briefing note. Nuffield Council on Bioethics.  Nov 2018. 
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Inborn errors of immunity to SARS-CoV-2 
 
Jean-Laurent Casanova, MD, PhD 
Rockefeller University, York, USA 
 
 
 
 
Clinical outcome upon infection with SARS-CoV-2 ranges from silent infection to lethal COVID-19. We have 
found an enrichment in rare variants predicted to be loss-of-function (LOF) at the 13 human loci known to govern 
TLR3- and IRF7-dependent type I interferon (IFN) immunity to influenza virus, in 659 patients with life-
threatening COVID-19 pneumonia, relative to 534 subjects with asymptomatic or benign infection. By testing 
these and other rare variants at these 13 loci, we experimentally define LOF variants in 23 patients (3.5%), 
aged 17 to 77 years, underlying autosomal recessive or dominant deficiencies. We show that human fibroblasts 
with mutations affecting this pathway are vulnerable to SARS-CoV-2. Inborn errors of TLR3- and IRF7-
dependent type I IFN immunity can underlie life-threatening COVID-19 pneumonia in patients with no prior 
severe infection. 
 
Also, interindividual clinical variability in the course of SARS-CoV-2 infection is immense. We report that at least 
101 of 987 patients with life-threatening COVID-19 pneumonia had neutralizing IgG auto-Abs against IFN-ω 
(13 patients), the 13 types of IFN-a (36), or both (52), at the onset of critical disease; a few also had auto-Abs 
against the other three type I IFNs. The auto-Abs neutralize the ability of the corresponding type I IFNs to block 
SARS-CoV-2 infection in vitro. These auto-Abs were not found in 663 individuals with asymptomatic or mild 
SARS- CoV-2 infection and were present in only 4 of 1,227 healthy individuals. Patients with auto- Abs were 
aged 25 to 87 years and 95 were men. A B cell auto-immune phenocopy of inborn errors of type I IFN immunity 
underlies life-threatening COVID-19 pneumonia in at least 2.6% of women and 12.5% of men. 
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OP1 - GENE EDITED IPSC-DERIVED CARDIOMYOCYTES REVEAL RNA SPLICING DEFECTS IN 
HYPERTROPHIC CARDIOMYOPATHY 
 
Marta Furtado1; Sandra Martins1; Teresa Carvalho1; Marta Ribeiro1; João Proença2; Vasco Barreto3; Maria 
Carmo-Fonseca1 

1Instituto de Medicina Molecular João Lobo Antunes, Faculdade de Medicina, Universidade de Lisboa; 2Instituto 
de Medicina Molecular João Lobo Antunes, Faculdade de Medicina, Universidade de Lisboa. Centro de Estudos 
de Doenças Crónicas, Faculdade de Ciências Médicas, Universidade NOVA de Lisboa; 3Centro de Estudos de 
Doenças Crónicas, Faculdade de Ciências Médicas, Universidade NOVA de Lisboa. 
 
 
Introduction: Familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is the most common inherited heart disease and 
the leading cause of sudden cardiac death, namely in young athletes. The disease is caused by heterozygous 
mutations in genes that encode cardiac sarcomere-associated proteins, and MYPBC3 is one of the most 
frequently affected genes. Most MYBPC3 mutations are classified as nonsense, frameshift or splice site 
mutations, but several missense mutations have also been reported. Recent analysis of MYBPC3 mRNA in 
patient samples showed that exonic variants classified as missense in fact caused exon skipping [1]. The aim 
of this study was to determine whether the MYBPC3 c.1090G>A pathogenic variant currently annotated as 
missense interferes with normal splicing in cardiomyocytes differentiated in vitro from human induced 
pluripotent stem cells (iPSC-CMs). 
 
Methodology: CRISPR/Cas9 was used to generate isogenic wild type and mutant iPSC lines. The iPSC-CMs 
were characterized by immunofluorescence, RT-PCR, and Western Blot. 
 
Results: Compared to wild type iPSC-CMs at day 30 of differentiation, the mutant iPSC-CMs showed increased 
cellular size, multinucleation, and disorganized sarcomeres, thus recapitulating HCM-specific features. 
Reduced levels of MYBPC3 mRNA and myosin binding protein-C were detected in mutant cells. Sequencing 
analysis revealed skipping of exon 12 in mutant transcripts. Exon 12 skipping causes frameshift and introduces 
a premature termination codon. Treatment with cycloheximide confirmed that mutant transcripts are targeted 
for non-sense mediated decay (NMD). 
 
Discussion: We demonstrate that the MYBPC3 c.1090G>A pathogenic variant is indeed a mutation that 
induces exon skipping, degradation of mutant transcripts by NMD, and reduced protein levels, thus causing 
disease by a mechanism of haploinsufficiency. In conclusion, this study underscores the need of revising the 
classification of HCM-associated missense mutations in the MYBPC3 gene.   
  
References: [1]    Ribeiro M, Furtado M, Martins S, Carvalho T, Carmo-Fonseca M (2020) RNA splicing defects 
in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy: implications for diagnosis and therapy. DOI: 10.3390/ijms21041329. 
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Introduction: Machado-Joseph disease (MJD) is an autosomal dominantly inherited neurodegenerative 
disorder, caused by an over-repetition of the polyglutamine-codifying region in the ATXN3 gene. Therapeutic 
strategies based on gene silencing represent promising approaches for MJD, although gene suppression is 
only partial and transient. Recently, genome editing technologies, such as TALENs and CRISPR-Cas9 systems, 
have been successfully used to interfere with disease-related genes, assuring a permanent gene inactivation 
at the most upstream level. 
 
Material & Methods: Here, a panel of customized sequences were designed and constructed aiming at 
permanently suppressing the human ATXN3 gene expression. Functional characterization was performed in 
HEK293T cells, through the surveyor mutation detection assay. One sequence of each system was selected 
and intracranially delivered to an in vivo lentiviral mouse model of MJD. Neuropathological markers were 
assessed 4 weeks after surgery. 
 
Results: Surveyor mutation detection assay revealed the editing capability of our customized nucleases both 
in HEK293T cells and in striatal samples of the mouse model. We observed a reduction in the levels of wild-
type ataxin-3 in human cells and a drastic reduction of the mutant protein in the mouse model, in a dose-
dependent manner. Immunohistochemical analysis of mouse brain sections revealed the same tendency for 
the reduction of aggregates in the striatum. 
 
Conclusions: This work provides the first in vivo evidence of the efficacy of gene editing-based approaches to 
permanently inactivate the ATXN3 gene
, supporting their potential as putative therapeutic avenues in the context of MJD. 
 
This work was funded by the ERDF through the Regional Operational Program Center 2020 and National Funds 
through FCT - CENTRO-01-0145-FEDER-000008, CENTRO-01-0145-FEDER-022095, POCI-01-0145-
FEDER-016719, POCI-01-0145-FEDER-029716 and PTDC/BBB-NAN/0932/2014, by SynSpread, ESMI and 
ModelPolyQ under the EU Joint Program - Neurodegenerative Disease Research; National Ataxia Foundation, 
the American Portuguese Biomedical Research Fund and the Richard Chin and Lily Lock Machado-Joseph 
Disease Research Fund. 
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To cope with the stress stimuli to which they are often exposed, eukaryotic cells have developed adaptive 
pathways that restore cellular homeostasis. Under stress conditions there is an overall decrease of protein 
synthesis, and a concomitant induction of alternative mechanisms of mRNA translation initiation. 
 
The tumour suppressor protein p53 has been considered the guardian of the genome and a master regulator 
of many cellular functions. However, apart from the full-length p53 (FLp53), several p53 isoforms have been 
described so far. Some functions of shorter p53 isoforms have already been elucidated and they are different 
from and complement FLp53 activity, the most mutated gene in cancer. 
 
Here we show that the integrated stress response (ISR) leads to the specific induction of Δ160p53 isoform. 
Using bicistronic constructs we confirmed the  presence of an Internal Ribosome Entry Site (IRES) in p53 mRNA 
that controls Δ160p53 isoform translation. Subjecting cells to endoplasmic reticulum stress showed that eIF2α 
phosphorylation is a key event leading to cap-independent expression of Δ160p53 during ISR. 
 
Additionally, cancer-specific mutations in p53 also enhanced cap-independent translation of Δ160p53 via 
Δ160p53IRES. An antisense morpholino oligo targeting Δ160IRES efficiently reduced Δ160p53 protein levels 
and significantly impaired oncogenic functions of Δ160p53. 
 
Our data support a model in which an IRES structure in the coding region of p53 is activated under stress 
conditions, leading to the expression of the oncogenic shorter Δ160p53 isoform, whose structure is affected by 
cancer-specific mutations in the p53 gene. A better understanding of Δ160p53IRES structure and function 
may be advantageous for a more efficient therapeutic targeting of p53. 
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Germline CDH1 Pathogenic (P) and Likely Pathogenic (LP) variants are actionable variants in Hereditary 
Diffuse Gastric Cancer (HDGC), predisposing for diffuse gastric cancer (DGC) and lobular breast cancer (LBC). 
While asymptomatic P/LP variant carriers undergo intensive stomach/breast surveillance and prophylactic 
surgery to avoid disease, the clinical management of carriers of CDH1 variants of unknown significance (VUS) 
remains unsolved. Almost all missense variants are classified as VUS, while predicted truncating variants and 
large rearrangements are more often classified as P/LP. We aimed to study, at using genotype-phenotype 
analysis, CDH1-associated disease spectrum and age-of-disease onset to improve VUS classification. Among 
European Reference Network ERN-GENTURIS collaborators from 10 European countries, we collected and 
registered phenotypes from 854 families carrying CDH1 germline variants. We classified all variants according 
to the CDH1-ACMG clinical classification. From 854 families, 194 carried truncating variants, from which 88% 
were P/LP and 12% were VUS, 71% fulfilling clinical criteria. Among 607 phenotypes from P/LP variants, DGC 
was the most prevalent phenotype (37%) followed by LBC (10%), both at an average of onset (AOO) below 51. 
Families carrying truncating-P/LP and truncating-VUS showed an equivalent phenotype distribution and 
frequency of fulfillment of clinical criteria, suggesting a potentially clinical actionability for these VUS, that we 
called ‘hot VUS’. In contrast, in families carrying missense-VUS (433 probands + relatives), 92% lacking clinical 
criteria, DGC and LBC together accounted for <10% of the phenotypes. This phenotype distribution overlapped 
that of benign/likely benign carrier families, and for this, they were called ‘cold VUS’. Our study encloses the 
largest dataset of CDH1 variant carriers ever studied for genotype-phenotype analysis and the first formally 
demonstrating potential differences in clinical actionability of CDH1 VUS, supported by phenotypical 
presentations. CDH1 missense VUS are most likely cold-VUS, that rather than causal of HDGC, may represent 
important phenotype modifiers. 
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Introduction – FMR1 gene premutations have been implicated in fragile X-associated primary ovarian 
insufficiency and, more recently, specific normal-sized alleles were implicated in ovarian function impairment, 
although only some studies support that these “low zone” (CGGn<26) alleles exert negative effects. We 
speculate that disregard of AGG interspersion patterns may explain the contradicting results. To better 
understand the role of AGGs, we developed a mathematical model that depicts the FMR1 repeat substructure 
of each allele. The outcome, designated allelic score, measures the allelic complexity including AGG burden. 
We evaluated the FMR1 allelic score and the X-chromosome inactivation (XCI) pattern in cohorts of infertile 
females and oocyte donors. 
 
Methods – Cohorts of 25 infertile females and 25 oocyte donors were used. Allelic score was calculated for 
each allele. XCI was analysed by HUMARA using HhaI a methylation-specific endonuclease (methylation is 
determined using allele peak heights and normalized to the corresponding undigested height). 
 
Results – Allelic scores ranged from 23 to 825 and from 11 to 229 in the infertile and donors cohorts, 
respectively. FMR1 sub-genotypes distribution revealed that 32% of the infertile females had an allele with 
CGG>34 and 36% had CGG<26, as opposed to 16% and 44%, respectively, in the oocyte donor cohort. The 
number of samples with XCI skewing [90:10] was higher among infertile females (n=5, 20%) as compared to 
that of oocyte donors (n=2, 8%). The correlation between the allelic score of each allele revealed that these two 
samples belong to the dissimilar group, which is enriched with “low zone” heterozygous samples. 
 
Conclusion – Although exploratory, our study suggests that the AGGs (decoded in the allelic score) relate to 
the XCI pattern. XCI skewing is regarded as a putative mechanism underlying ovarian dysfunction, explaining 
the incomplete penetrance of this impairment. Replication of these results is mandatory using larger cohorts. 
Application of our mathematical model and testing FMR1 allelic scores will confer a different perspective 
on FMR1 characterization and its impact in female fertility. 
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Introduction: Liquid biopsies are a complementary or alternative approach to tissue biopsies for the diagnosis 
and monitoring of cancer in a less invasive way. These consist in the detection of tumor-released components, 
such as circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), in biofluids. Oral cancer patients are usually diagnosed in late stages 
and, besides that, they are frequently affected by recurrence, which contributes to their low survival. However, 
the clinical impact of liquid biopsies in this type of cancer is limited, requiring further studies. Thus, the aim of 
this pilot study was to explore the potential of liquid biopsies for the diagnosis and follow-up of oral cancer 
patients.  
 
Methodology: A total of 59 and 57 samples of plasma and urine were collected from 16 oral cancer patients 
before and at several timepoints after treatment initiation. Plasma and urine samples from controls were also 
collected. After cell-free DNA (cfDNA) isolation, concentrations were determined, compared between patients 
and controls, and monitored throughout the patients’ clinical course. Furthermore, the ctDNA mutational profile 
of 2 patients was compared with the profile of corresponding tumor tissues and monitored at different timepoints 
using Next Generation Sequencing (NGS). The results were correlated with the patients’ clinicopathological 
data.  
 
Results: The levels of plasma cfDNA seem to increase right after treatment initiation in most patients, before 
decreasing. Sequencing of ctDNA revealed mutations in important genes such as TP53 and PIK3CA and 
allowed to identify new alterations during the treatment course.  
 
Discussion: Our results reveal that it is possible to isolate ctDNA from plasma and urine of oral cancer patients 
and that the integrated analysis of liquid and tissue biopsies allows a more comprehensive characterization of 
the tumor profile. Moreover, following cfDNA levels and mutational profile during treatment might have value to 
monitor disease and treatment response. More studies including more patients and a longer follow-up period 
will be important to confirm the potential of liquid biopsies for the diagnosis and monitoring of this cancer. 
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Introduction: Mowat-Wilson syndrome (MWS) (OMIM # 235730) is a rare cause of intellectual disability (ID) 
(moderate/severe) with speech impairment but comprehension preserved and typical facial features. Other 
congenital anomalies commonly associated are seizures, microcephaly, genitourinary abnormalities, congenital 
heart defects, Hirschsprung disease or chronic constipation, and growth restriction. In most cases, MWS results 
of de novo heterozygous truncating ZEB2 variants or deletions encompassing the gene which are responsible 
for the characteristic phenotype. However, in less than 5% of reported cases, atypical or milder forms of MWS 
spectrum are the result of missense, splice site or in-frame variants. In these cases, milder degrees of ID and 
some suggestive features can be present, with or without other associated congenital malformations. 
 
Case report: A 5-year-old male presented with development delay, dyspraxia, facial dysmorphisms (synophrys, 
open-mouth expression, uplifted earlobes and prominent chin), hypospadias and history of constipation, stature 
and weight above 95th percentile and head circumference between 50-75th percentile. EEG showed parietal 
epileptiform focus activity without seizures, so far.  Karyotype, FRAXA and array-CGH were normal. NGS panel 
for ID presented a missense variant in ZEB2 c.3141G>C (p.(Arg1047Ser)), initially classified as of uncertain 
significance. Analysis concluded that it is a deleterious variant and parental segregation confirmed it is de novo. 
The reclassification of this missense variant as likely pathogenic established the diagnosis of MWS with an 
atypical phenotype (including macrosomia, not previously described). 
 
Conclusion: MWS has a characteristic phenotype, distinct facial features and it is genetically homogeneous. 
Rarer missense variants result in atypical/milder phenotypes and data from these patients can help understand 
the range of this syndrome. This case continues to expand the spectrum of MWS and highlights that it can be 
a less obvious diagnosis. From a practical standpoint, it provided an appropriate genetic counseling and better 
surveillance to this patient and family. 
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Cubilin mediates tubular reabsorption of many proteins filtered by glomerular capillary, such as albumin. Biallelic 
pathogenic variants in CUBN gene, coding for cubilin, cause Imerslund-Gräsbeck Syndrome characterized by 
megaloblastic anemia and variable proteinuria. More recently, CUBN deleterious variants, particularly in the C-
terminal domains, have been associated with chronic isolated proteinuria. So far, the clinical evolution of these 
patients suggests an indolent course, although this remains unclear. 
We report 4 patients (3 families) with suspected hereditary renal disease and persistent proteinuria. In two 
patients, proteinuria was incidentally detected in infancy whereas in the other two (siblings) diagnosis was made 
in adulthood, one of them with end-stage kidney disease as the inaugural manifestation. A next-generation 
sequencing approach was used to study genes associated with renal disorders. In the two siblings, only shared 
variants have been searched for. 
 
In all patients we have detected CUBN variants potentially implicated in the phenotype. Pt 1 presented the 
c.6928_6934del p.(Glu2310Cysfs*3) in compound heterozygosity with c.5597C>T p.(Pro1866Leu). Pt 2 was a 
compound heterozygote for c.6007A>T p.(Arg2003*) and c.5840C>A p.(Ser1947Tyr). Joint analysis of the 
siblings (Pts 3 and 4) revealed variants c.1512C>G p.(Ile504Met) and c.7379T>C p.(Ile2460Thr). In this case, 
the patients’ parents were not available for genetic study.Four variants herein reported have not been described 
before. 
 
The characteristics of Pts 1 and 2 are in accordance with previous descriptions of CUBN-affected individuals: 
were diagnosed in infancy, present a stable clinical state, and have CUBN variants in the C-terminal domains. 
In contrast, Pts 3 and 4 have a more severe kidney disease, an uncommon finding for CUBN patients.  One of 
their variants is in one of the N-terminal domains. This, however, does not exclude its clinical relevance, as 
similar variants have been described as a cause of proteinuria when combined with a C-terminal pathogenic 
alteration. In this family, additional studies are being performed to investigate the potential pathogenicity of 
these variants. 
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Introduction: Neonatal encephalopathy is a heterogeneous condition characterized by respiratory 
insufficiency, decreased consciousness, tone and reflexes, and seizures. It can be caused by hypoxia-ischemia, 
sepsis, metabolic, thromboembolic and genetic disorders. Prognosis is poor, including developmental delay 
(DD), epilepsy, cerebral palsy, and death. 
 
Methods: We describe a female infant with severe encephalopathy born to non-consanguineous parents with 
no relevant family history. Pregnancy was complicated by fetal akinesia at 36 weeks+, leading to emergency C-
section. She presented with respiratory depression and was resuscitated and ventilated (Apgar score 2/4/4). 
Neurological examination revealed severe neurological impairment (miosis, no response to painful stimuli, and 
tetraplegia). Neuroimaging showed dilated lateral ventricles, hypoplastic cerebellar vermis, enlarged cisterna 
magna, and diffuse subcortical and cortical atrophy (CA). Muscle biopsy revealed small muscle fibres and PAS-
positive inclusions. Further investigation (electromyography, metabolic studies, genetic testing for spinal 
muscular atrophy, Steinert myotonic dystrophy and a NGS multigene panel for hereditary myopathies) was 
normal. Her clinical condition deteriorated with death at 3 months. 
 
Results: Whole exome sequencing (trio approach) detected two compound novel heterozygous variants 
in TBCD: c.2917C>T, p.(Leu973Phe) and c.2828_2830del, p.(Gly943del). TBCD encodes one of five co-
chaperones required for microtubule assembly dynamics. Biallelic pathogenic variants in TBCD cause PEBAT 
(early-onset progressive encephalopathy with brain atrophy and thin corpus callosum). PEBAT (MIM #617193) 
is characterized by DD/developmental regression, hypotonia and/or spasticity, epilepsy, CA, secondary 
hypomyelination and thin corpus callosum. 
 
Discussion: Both variants are located in a functional domain, were not found in controls, and are highly specific 
for the phenotype, allowing classification as likely pathogenic. Molecular diagnosis allowed proper genetic 
counselling, including recurrence risk (25%) and informed reproductive choices. The couple was referred for 
pre-implantation genetic diagnosis. 
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P1 - GENETICS AS PART OF HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION: REFLECTING ON A CHANGING 
APPROACH 
 
Olga Amaral1; Filipa Ferreira1 

1Instituto Nacional de Saude Ricardo Jorge 
 
 
Genetics goes beyond the human species and this should be the paramount power of genetics education. The 
current wave of interest in Science should be the force towards a change in the way information reaches the 
public. The prior underestimation of the understanding capabilities of the student and non-student populations 
resulted in a loss of engagement in science and might lead to misinformation. In the past decades, INSA has 
had an approach to communication in Health Science that depends on strong views and areas of expertise, 
various programmed activities and, as in research, it depends on expectations. Along the line of community 
involvement, GENEtic.COMunication (GENE.COM) is a project submitted to a competitive call launched by 
Ciencia Viva. With that project, the focus is on a niche of knowledge with great impact on Health, in society, as 
well as on personal and public budgets: the area of the rare genetic metabolic diseases. The project intended 
to contribute to the dissemination of information about Human Genetics, particularly in the area of rare genetic 
diseases. The aim was to communicate knowledge in an easily understandable way; inform health 
professionals, patients, students, teachers, as well as patient associations. This contact could provide the 
establishment of a dialogue between professionals working in the field and different publics. Furthermore, the 
switch to virtual tools relies on easier access to the information while implying diminished associated costs, 
such as transportation, time and space limitations. The problem may be how to make passive learning more 
engaging. As we know, assessment drives learning and there are simple and quick ways to assess the efficacy 
of the “take home message”, which may improve engagement and provide the needed feedback. Attempts to 
contribute to a more informed society should be disclosed and supported as they can lead to more positive 
attitudes and empowered choices. By providing digital contents in a way that they can be followed by various 
target audiences we also aim at reaching audiences that would not typically seek us. 
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Desenvolvimento, Porto; CECA, ICETA, Universidade do Porto, Porto. 
 
 
Gaucher disease (GD) is a common lysosomal storage disorder usually associated with defective activity of the 
lysosomal glucocerebrosidase (encoded by GBA1, OMIM#606463). Of all known types of GD, types 2 and 3 
GD are well known as neuronopathic forms. 
 
This work focuses on the differentiation and gene expression characterization of neural progenitor cells obtained 
from human induced pluripotent cells (hiPSCs) reprogrammed from type 3 GD (GD3) fibroblasts. 
 
GD3 patient fibroblasts (from an international cell bank) were cultured and reprogramed as previously described 
(https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scr.2019.101595). The resulting hiPSCs were differentiated into pre-neuronal cells 
and, at this stage, they were examined. 
 
The cDNA obtained from GD3 fibroblasts, GD3 hiPSCs and resulting neural progenitor cells was used in Real 
Time qPCR for gene expression analysis. We used FAM probes for genes encoding cytoskeleton control 
proteins, transcription factors involved in stemness, transcription factor involved in growth and development and 
genes involved in neurogenesis. 
 
Regarding the control genes expression, we found that there was no difference in the expression of 
the GAPDH gene between GD3 hiPSCs and GD3 neural progenitor cells. We also verified that the TUBB3 gene 
expression was very similar in GD3 fibroblasts and GD3 hiPSCs, but we saw decreased expression of this gene 
in GD3 neural progenitor cells. The OCT4 and SOX2 gene expression in GD3 neural progenitor cells was 
comparable to the gene expression in GD3 patient fibroblasts. The ZEB2 gene expression was higher in GD3 
fibroblasts than in GD3 neural progenitor cells. The gene expression behavior of all neurogenesis genes 
(NES, MAP2 and OTX2) was similar but higher expression was observed in GD3 hiPSCs than in GD3 neural 
progenitor cells. 
 
With this work, we can conclude that, when working with hiPSCs in the process of creating disease-specific cell 
models it is most important to carry out a general gene expression characterization of the different cell lines 
involved in all stages.  
 
This work was financed by FCT (PTDC/BIM-MEC/4762/2014) and INSA-DGH. 
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P3 - IN SILICO DETECTION OF COPY-NUMBER VARIANTS IN HEREDITARY CANCER SYNDROMES 
USING NGS PANEL DATA AND PANELCN.MOPS 
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Catarina Sílvia5; Dina Carpinteiro5; Luís Vieira5; Cristina Albuquerque4; João Gonçalves5 

1Human Genetics Department, National Institute of Health Dr Ricardo Jorge, Lisbon, Portugal.; 2Human 
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Montes and Alto Douro, Vila Real, Portugal; 3Human Genetics Department, National Institute of Health Dr 
Ricardo Jorge, Lisbon, Portugal; 4Molecular Pathobiology Research Unit, Portuguese Institute of Oncology 
Francisco Gentil, Lisbon, Portugal.; 5Human Genetics Department, National Institute of Health Dr Ricardo 
Jorge, Lisbon, Portugal; Center for Toxicogenomics and Human Health, Nova Medical School, Lisbon, Portugal. 
 
 
Introduction: Genetic diagnosis of Hereditary Cancer Syndromes (HCS) using next-generation sequencing 
(NGS) is an outstanding technology to detect single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small deletion/insertions, 
with faster turnaround time and lower costs compared to Sanger sequencing. However, detection of copy-
number variants (CNVs) from NGS data remains a challenge and multiplex-ligation dependent probe 
amplification (MLPA) is routinely used to screen for CNVs. The aim of this work was to evaluate a CNV detection 
tool, panelcn.MOPS(a), using NGS data from Hereditary Coloretal Cancer (HCRC) and Hereditary 
Breast/Ovarian Cancer (HBOC) samples.  
 
Methods: 304 samples (117 HBOC and 187 HCRC, with 16 CNVs previously detected by MLPA) were 
analyzed using the TruSight® Cancer (TSC) panel and MiSeq platform (Illumina). Panelcn.MOPS (designed for 
TSC data) was used for CNV detection in 24 genes (HBOC and HCRC related), comprising 379 exons/Regions 
Of Interest  (ROI).  
 
Results/Discussion: As panelcn.MOPS includes several quality control (QC) steps, it was not possible to 
analyze all 379 ROI, because some were marked with low quality (LQ) due to high GC content or issues related 
with enrichment or mappability of reads. Among the 304 samples, 272 fulfilled all the QC criteria (360 ROI were 
analyzed), 29 were tagged in the QC last step (with 352 ROI analyzed), and 3 samples were excluded due to 
overall LQ. CNVs were called in 37 samples (8 HBOC and 29 HCRC) by panelcn.MOPS, 15/16 CNVs had been 
previously validated by MLPA. One CNV (PMS2 exon 14 deletion) was not detected because it matched to one 
ROI excluded for analysis due to LQ. 22 additional CNVs were detected (3 already validated by MLPA, 19 
awaiting confirmation). When no SNVs are identified in HCS by NGS, MLPA is performed, but this method is 
time consuming and costly. Despite some limitations of NGS data, panelcn.MOPS proved to be highly useful 
as a first CNV screening test, decreasing the number of MLPA tests required in a diagnostic setting. 
 
(a)-Povysil G et al 2017, DOI: 10.1002/humu.23237.  
 
Acknowledgements: FCT/MCTES, Toxicogenomics and Human Health (UIDB/00009/2020).GenomePT 
project (POCI-01-0145-FEDER-022184). 
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Upstream open reading frames (uORFs) are cis-acting elements located within the 5’ leader sequence (5’UTR) 
of transcripts, which can regulate translation of the correspondent main open reading frame (mORF). During 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress, the accumulation of unfolded proteins activates the ER-resident PKR-like 
ER kinase (PERK), which results in phosphorylation of eIF2á to inhibit global mRNA translation, while allowing 
the selective uORF-mediated translation of downstream effectors responsible for stress resolution or, ultimately, 
cell death. The dual role of PERK in regulating cell fate was implicated in human diseases, like diabetes, 
neurodegenerative disorders and cancer. Moreover, mutations in the EIF2AK3 gene (encoding PERK) were 
associated to the rare genetic disease, Wolcott-Rallison Syndrome (WRS). In this work, we aimed to study the 
translational regulatory role of 5 AUG- and 3 non-AUG-uORFs identified in the PERK 5’UTR and assess its 
biological relevance. While uORF2 and the non-AUG-uORFs 5, 6 and 7 (numbered according to their distance 
to the 5’ end of the mRNA) do not seem to have a regulatory role, uORF1, uORF3, uORF4 and uORF8 together 
present a strong repressive effect over mORF translation in basal conditions. Curiously, we found that when 
PERK is overexpressed, it leads to the spontaneous activation of a portion of PERK in the absence of any stress 
stimulus, possibly highlighting the biological relevance of its uORF-mediated translational regulation. 
Conversely, during ER stress, increased bypass of uORF1 results in a modest degree of translational de-
repression, which may help to counterbalance the increased rate of PERK protein turnover observed in these 
conditions. We also observed that alteration of the PERK uORFs by mutations found in WRS patients modify 
mORF expression, providing a possible link to the disease. Altogether, we highlight the importance of including 
5’UTRs in the screening of disease-related mutations and the necessity of functional studies to assess their role 
in pathogenesis. 
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Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are membrane-coated nanovesicles that represent an important mode of 
intercellular communication by serving as vehicles for transfer of biomolecules between cells. Notably, EVs can 
play an essential role in immune response, tumour promotion and progression and tissue 
regeneration. Although it is established that the cargo of EVs produces a transcendent biological effect in 
recipient cells uptaking them, there is currently no way to predict that effect. We aimed at developing a pipeline 
to predict and explore the effect of miRNAs transported by EVs in recipient cells, namely protein expression 
profile and related networks. 
 
A dataset of differentially expressed EV-miRNAs between two biological conditions was used as input of the 
workflow. miRNA-target interactions (MTIs) were downloaded from miRTarBase. Only miRTarBase strong 
targets (proven by reporter assays) were considered. The correlation between MTIs and differentially expressed 
miRNAs was represented in a network using the R package igraph. Cytoscape was used to depict the resulting 
network. 
 
We successfully created an algorithm that correlates miRNA-target interactions with related expression. The 
results of this correlation allowed building a network where driver microRNAs appear linked to their protein 
targets, according to the real expression of miRNAs and predicted expression modulation of proteins targets. 
This visual interface allows to identify the miRNA-protein nodes that are most likely impacted by the uptake of 
a specific EV cargo. 
 
Our approach responds to a wide research need related to the prediction of EVs-miRNA mediated effect in 
recipient cells. This novel bioinformatic pipeline highlights the most likely set of proteins or protein networks to 
be modified after interacting with miRNAs transported by EVs, opening the way for exploring not only the EV-
cargo but mainly its biological effects in any cell type. 
 
Acknowledgements: TRAIN-EV has received funding from the EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No 722148.  
 
GenomePT–National Laboratory for Genome Sequencing and Analysis | POCI-01-0145-FEDER-022184 
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Bone morphogenetic proteins are an important group of cytokines involved in several processes including cell 
cycle regulation and differentiation. Their signal is transduced through serine/threonine kinase receptors, 
BMPRI (A or B) and BMPRII. BMP signalling is involved in bone metabolism and depends on the balance 
between bone formation and resorption. BMPRIA is a mediator in bone metabolism and subjected to several 
levels of regulation. The objective of this study was to characterize Mus musculus Bmpr1a 5’- and 3’-UTRs 
regulatory regions, including upstream open reading frames (uORFs) that regulate the translation efficiency, 
polyadenylation sites and constitutive decay element (CDE), involved in transcript stability. 
 
For molecular validation of regulatory elements identified in silico, the sequences of 5’- and 3’-UTRs containing 
uORFs and CDE signatures were amplified, cloned into a reporter luciferase plasmid (pGL3) and transfected 
into HEK293 cells to determine their impact in luciferase transcription. 
 
The analysis of the available Bmpr1a transcripts allowed the identification of three 5’-UTR uORFs. Two different 
5’ UTR lengths were analysed and results showed that Bmpr1a expression was affected in constructs with a 
longer 5’-UTR version. The impact of uORFs on Bmpr1a expression suggests that expression of 5’-UTR with 
different lengths may affect the fidelity of ribosome translation under different cellular conditions. 
 
Analysis of the Bmpr1a 3´UTR identified a putative conserved CDE. Two versions of this region were inserted 
into the 3’-end of a reporter luciferase plasmid: a shorter version without CDE, identified from a pre-osteoblast 
MC3T3 cells; and a longer version including a CDE, identified from a cDNA library of mouse liver tissue. The 
results obtained indicate that Bmpr1a transcripts are subject to a complex regulation depending on the cellular 
context. In proliferating MC3T3 cells, the 3’- UTR identified was shorter and should favour Bmpr1a translation. 
Longer versions of 3’-UTR identified in liver tissue suggest a distinct Bmpr1a regulation in differentiated 
hepatocytes. Additional studies are required to understand its impact on translation. 
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Introduction: Hypertension is a multifactorial condition of anthropometric, physiologic, metabolic, genetic, and 
environmental nature. In Portugal, the mean prevalence of hypertension in the population is 45.5%. 
 
Objective: The aim of this study is to evaluate the contribution of anthropometric, physiological, and genetic 
factors (eNOS and ACE) to the development of hypertension in a Portuguese population.  
 
Methods: A case-control study was conducted in a sample of 377 individuals, 243 hypertensives, and 134 
normotensives. The polymorphic analyses of intron 4 VNTR in the eNOS gene and the insertion/deletion (I/D) 
in ACE gene were performed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). 
 
Results: High body mass index (BMI) values, high glycemia levels, and the 4a allele of the eNOS were 
associated with hypertension. Among the hypertensive group, the allele 4a (eNOS) was associated with high 
levels of HbA1c, and the D allele (ACE) with glycemia. 
 
Conclusion: Our results highlight the contribution of eNOS and ACE genes as important players for the onset 
and development of hypertension in the Portuguese population. We believe that a combinatory clinical approach 
including the traditional anthropomorphic and physiological parameters together with genetic studies can be 
more elucidative in establishing a susceptibility profile on multifactorial conditions as hypertension. 
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Introduction: Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia (CAH) can be due to one of seven different enzymatic defects 
affecting cortisol biosynthesis. CAH due to 21-hydroxylase deficiency (21-OHD) is responsible for 90 – 95% of 
the CAH cases. Clinical symptoms of CAH, due to 21-OHD caused by CYP21A2 gene alterations, are directly 
dependent of 21-OH residual activity. CAH comprises a less severe phenotype, the non-classic (NC) form of 
the disease.NC associated genotypes are characterized by the presence of a mild pathogenic variant in one 
allele of the gene. While these variants are usually present in the coding regions (exons 1 to 10) of CYP21A2, 
rare variants in the 5’ or 3’ untranslated region (UTR) of CYP21A2 should also be considered in a diagnostic 
setting. 
 
Methods: Molecular analysis of CYP21A2 requires additional precautions due to its highly homologous 
pseudogene.  Our CYP21A2 strategy of analysis includes a specific expand long-PCR amplification, nested 
PCR (covering exons 1 to 10, the flanking intronic sequences, and the 5’ and 3’ UTRs) and Sanger 
sequencing.    
 
Results/Discussion: Here we report the results of the 3’UTR of CYP21A2 analysis, obtained in seven patients 
with a clinical diagnosis of NC-CAH. The rare variant c.*13G>A was identified in compound heterozygosity in 
all patients. In six of them, the second variant present in the other allele, was the mild missense variant 
c.844G>T p.(Val282Leu), while the other patient had the severe splicing variant c.293-13C>G (usually causing 
SW or SV) in the other allele. The variant c.*13G>A was already described associated to 
reduced CYP21A2 mRNA expression (25%-30%) and a decreased mRNA stability, as well as to a mild form of 
NC-CAH(a). The genotype/phenotype correlation in our patients, in general, are in agreement with moderate 
manifestations of NC 21-OHD, thus supporting previous in vitro studies and associated disease severity. This 
study reinforces the importance of analysis of CYP21A2 UTRs, contributing for a better characterization of the 
molecular basis of mild NC-CAH due to 21-OHD, improving genetic counselling and patient’s clinical 
management. 
 
Bibliography: (a)-Menabò S et al (2012), doi: 10.3275/7680. 
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CDKL5 deficiency disorder (CDD) is an X-linked neurodevelopmental condition caused by mutations in cyclin-
dependent kinase-like 5 (CDKL5) gene resulting in the loss-of-function of its encoded protein - a 
serine/threonine kinase- essential for normal brain development and function. Patients suffering from this rare 
disorder present early-onset seizures, which begin in the first months of life and a regression in neurological 
and motor development. Although a genetic cause for this condition was identified, the association between the 
type/location of mutations and patient’s phenotype and the mechanisms responsible for its onset remain 
unclear. Mouse models developed to mimic CDD are unable to develop seizures, a central feature of this 
condition in humans. Therefore, the use of other models such as zebrafish represent an alternative tool to study 
this syndrome. In this work we investigated the effect of mutant CDKL5 using a dominant negative approach in 
zebrafish thus expecting to contribute to unveil the molecular pathways involved in the onset of CDD. For that, 
we produced CDKL5 RNA harboring the mutation c.1708G>T found in a CDD patient presenting recurrent 
seizures, gross motor hypotonia and poor eye contact, and injected it into zebrafish embryos to look for possible 
phenotypes analogous to those observed in the human clinical condition. The resulting mutant protein 
(p.E570X) is truncated and lacks the C-terminus motifs responsible for its nuclear localization and exportation. 
Bioinformatic analysis confirmed the high degree of conservation between human and zebrafish CDKL5 gene 
structure and protein sequence. Motor behavior was evaluated using the Zantiks equipment and a seizure 
behavior was observed in wildtype 5dpf larvae exposed to PTZ, a seizure-inducing drug. We are currently 
performing this behavioral analysis in larvae expressing the CDKL5 dominant negative form. Altogether, our 
results support the use of zebrafish as a valid alternative model to study CDD. 
 
Funding: MDBR-19-104-CDKL5 and FCT through UIDB/04326/2020. T.V, G.M and D.V are recipients of 
FCT PhD grants (SFRH/BD/144230/2019, SFRG/BD/1463378/2019 and SFRH/BD/141918/2018, 
respectively). 
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The sodium-iodide symporter (NIS) mediates transport of iodide across the basolateral membrane of thyroid 
follicular cells. NIS expression in thyroid cancer (TC) cells allows the use of radioactive iodine (RAI) as a 
diagnostic and therapeutic tool, namely for metastatic disease. Still, a significant proportion of patients with 
advanced forms of TC became refractory to RAI therapy and no effective alternative therapies are available. 
Defective NIS expression is the main reason for impaired iodide uptake in TC and NIS downregulation has been 
associated with several pathways linked to malignant transformation. NF-κB signaling is among these pathways 
but its impact on NIS expression remains elusive. Interestingly, NIS expression can be downregulated by TNF-
α, a bona fide activator of NF-κB with a central role in thyroid autoimmunity. Here, weinvestigated if the negative 
impact of TNF-α on NIS expression in thyroid cells involved activation of NF-κB. NIS transcript levels were 
analyzed by RT-qPCR in the non-transformed thyroid cell lines PCCL3 and FRTL5 and a non-radioactive iodide 
influx assay was used to monitor NIS-mediated iodide uptake.Treatment with TNF-α led to downregulation of 
TSH-induced NIS expression in both thyroid cell models. A similar effect was observed after treatment with 
phorbol-myristate-acetate (PMA), another inducer of NF-κB activation that acts independently of ligand-receptor 
specificity. TNF-α and PMA downregulation of NIS expression was reverted when NF-κB-dependent 
transcription was blocked, demonstrating the requirement for NF-kB activity. TNF-α and PMA were shown to 
inhibit NIS-mediated iodide uptake, consistent with the observed downregulation of NIS expression. Overall, 
our results support the involvement of NF-κB-directed transcription in the modulation of NIS expression. A better 
understanding of the mechanisms underlying NIS expression in the context of normal thyroid physiology may 
guide the development of pharmacological strategies to increase the efficiency of iodide uptake and improve 
the response to RAI therapy in refractory TC. 
 
Funding: FCT grant PTDC/BIAMOL/31787/2017 
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ZNF687 gene encodes a protein that belongs to the C2H2 zinc finger protein family. Mutations in ZNF687 have 
been recently associated with severe cases of Paget’s Disease of Bone (PDB), the second most common 
metabolic bone condition. Affected bones of PDB patients are disorganized, enlarged and deformed thus prone 
to fracture, due to increased bone reabsorption followed by abnormal and excessive bone formation. Although 
very little is known regarding ZNF687 function, in vitro and in vivo studies suggest its involvement in bone 
metabolism. Accordingly, it was upregulated throughout the differentiation of osteoblast and osteoclast and 
overexpressed in peripheral blood mononuclear cells derived from PDB-affected individuals. Thus, it its crucial 
to gain insights into the mechanisms involved in the ZNF687 regulation to better understand the pathogenesis 
of the PDB. Therefore, the objective of this work was to obtain novel knowledge regarding ZNF697 transcriptional 
and epigenetic regulation by analyzing the functionality of binding sites for the bone-related transcription factors 
DLX5 and HOXD13 overlapping CpG sites on ZNF687 promoter and the effect of CpG methylation on its 
transcription.Through an in silico analysis, we identified three ZNF687 promoter regions, upstream from exons 
1A, 1B and 1C, as well as several putative binding sites for DLX5 and HOXD13, overlapping the CpG sites. 
Transfections of the promoter regions cloned into a reporter vector and analysis of luciferase activity showed 
that all promoters are functional. Co-transfections of the promoter regions with HOXD13 or DLX5 suggest that 
both transcription factors are positive regulators of ZNF687 transcription though the overlapping CpG binding 
sites in promoter regions upstream exon 1A and 1B. We are currently evaluating if the methylation status of 
CpG sites affects the transcription of ZNF687 by the identified transcription factors. 
  
Acknowledgements: This work received national funds from the Portuguese Foundation for Science and 
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Introduction: Endodontic treatment aims to eliminate infection of the root canals and fill the dental pulp space, 
being, the obturation of root canals an important step. The study of the toxicity/biocompatibility of the sealers 
used to fill the root canals is crucial since they are applied into direct contact with periradicular tissues.There 
are several types of sealers, categorized according to their main chemical constituents. The aim of this study 
was to evaluate the cytotoxicity of three root canal sealers, AH Plus, Bio MTA+ and Bio C, on immortalized 
human gingival fibroblasts. 
 
Methods: To study the cytotoxicity of the sealers we performed a Methyltetrazolium (MTT) assay, a study of 
cell’s morphology and a cytogenetic study. Cells were placed in contact with material-conditioned media, for 
24h, at three different concentrations (1, 10 and 100mg/ml) for the MTT assay. Cell morphology and cytogenetic 
studies were performed at 100mg/ml. Cells in normal culture medium were analyzed as control group. 
 
Results: MTT assay revealed a cytotoxic effect of Bio MTA+ and Bio C with a growing decrease of metabolic 
activity with increasing compound concentration, reaching 50% with 100mg/ml. Regarding the cells morphology, 
Bio C was the compound that showed a more drastic effect, with a decrease in cell confluence and several 
morphological changes. AH Plus and Bio MTA+ did not seem to affect the cell confluence, however morphology 
changes were observed, as compromised cell membranes and loss of cell content. Cytogenetic study was thus 
far only performed with AH Plus. Since there was a severe decrease of mitotic index after treatment, it was not 
yet possible to obtain sufficient metaphases, even after several cytogenetic harvesting procedures, but, so far, 
no relevant structural or numerical changes were observed. 
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Discussion: This preliminary study allowed us to verify that these root canal sealers exhibit some cytotoxicity, 
depending on the concentration used. Although more studies are still needed, this work could be important to 
both, help in the selection of the most appropriate compounds for clinical practice and to determine the 
maximum recommended amounts of each sealer. 
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Introduction: Tuberous sclerosis (TSC) is an autosomal dominant disorder presenting TSC1 or TSC2 gene 
variants that result in increased cellular proliferation. It is characterized by the formation of benign tumors in 
multiple organs but also neurological manifestations such epilepsy, autism spectrum disorder and intellectual 
disability. TSC has a variable penetrance and result in heterogeneous clinical manifestations.1 DNA methylation 
regulates gene expression and can represent epimutations that are often ignored and can contribute to the 
clinical heterogeneity. Hence, we here analysed transcriptional levels and DNA methylation of TSC2 in blood 
cells from TSC patients carrying TSC2 pathogenic variants. 
 
Methodology: We analysed peripheral blood from 10 control individuals and 14 TSC2 paediatric patients (10 
from the Tuberous Sclerosis Alliance Biosample Repository and 4 from Hospital São João), carrying 
different TSC2 pathogenic variants. Transcript levels of TSC2 were measured by quantitative RT-PCR and 
methylation levels of 58 CpGs at TSC2 gene promoter were studied by bisulfite sequencing. 
 
Results: We observed decreased expression of TSC2 in blood cells from TSC patients, comparing to controls. 
However, no changes in methylation levels at the gene promoter were observed, with this region presenting an 
hypomethylated state in both controls and TSC patients. 
 
Discussion: Our results suggest that methylation at TSC2 promoter is not likely to contribute to the variability 
of clinical manifestations observed in TSC patients; however, it would be important to analyse the most affected 
cells, like brain cells where TSC2 is highly expressed, and also other gene regulatory regions in order to better 
understand the pathophysiology of this genetic disease. 
 
References: 1. Volpi A, et al. J Nephrol. 2019;32(3):355-363 
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Introduction: Methylation of cytosine in CpG dinucleotides [5’-methylcitosine (5’-MC)] plays an important role 
in gene regulation. Abnormal methylation pattern of CpGs has been associated with genetic diseases. Although 
different methodologies have been used to characterize 5’-MC in human cells, those suffer from several 
technical biases that can lead to incorrect ascertainment of methylation status. Here we describe the use of 
long-read nanopore sequencing (NS) and subsequent data analysis to characterize 5’-MC in the whole human 
genome sequence, as well as a benchmarking comparison using NS, short-read sequencing (SRS) and 
methylation array data. 
 
Methodology: Genomic DNA was extracted from a human myeloid cell line (HEL) and sequenced in a MinION 
device following a rapid library preparation protocol (ONT). Fast5 reads were processed using the nanopype 
pipeline (base-calling: Guppy, read mapping: ngmlr and minimap2, methylation calling: nanopolish). R scripts 
were used to compare methylation frequencies (MF) between nanopore data and available array and SRS 
methylation data for HEL. 
 
Results: A total of 4.25M reads comprising 33.3 Gb of sequence were obtained in 4 sequencing runs, yielding 
an ~10X average genome coverage. MF were obtained for ~28M CpGs, virtually covering the total number of 
CpGs in the hg38 reference sequence. MF were highly correlated (Pearson coefficient: 0.98) between CpGs 
mapped with both aligners. Nanopore data correlated better with array (0.84/0.85) than with SRS (0.79/0.80) 
data using ngmlr/minimap2. When considering a minimum read-support, a maximum correlation (~0.89) 
between array and nanopore data was obtained at 17X, although at the expense of reducing the number of 
available CpGs. 
 
Discussion: Using this NS methodology, even an average coverage of 10X allows reliable methylation calls 
for CpGs in the human genome. This approach does not use bissulfite or amplification of genomic DNA prior to 
sequencing, and can thus be used as a relevant methodology to study abnormal DNA methylation in genetic 
diseases. 
. 
Acknowledgments: Projects ToxOmics (UID/BIM/00009/ 2019) and GenomePT (POCI-01-0145-FEDER-
022184) 
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Introduction: In the last few years, the use of the massively parallel sequencing technology known as next 
generation sequencing (NGS) has resulted in a wealth of data in both research and clinical diagnosis. One of 
the challenges in the analysis of NGS-derived data is the large number of variants detected, in particular in 
Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS).  While the classification of pathogenicity of single nucleotide variants is 
increasingly reliable, most have uncertain clinical significance, precluding in most cases the establishment of 
cabal genotype-phenotype associations, which are needed for clinical applications. Recent large-scale studies 
indicate that a healthy human being generally has about 100 loss-of-function (LoF) deleterious variants, which 
could act as false positives in a clinical diagnosis.  
 
Methodology: To address this issue, we developed machine learning approaches to predict genotype-
phenotype associations, using integrated data from multiple publicly accessible data sources. At the core of our 
approach are curated databases such as the Human Phenotype Ontology, the Gene Ontology and the STRING 
protein-protein interaction (PPI) database. As a first step we built an integrated Knowledge Graph (KG) 
composed of the entities from these databases and their relationships. Graph embedding methods are then 
used to learn low dimensionality embeddings from the KG, from which the likelihood of association of a genetic 
variant to a given phenotype or disease can be estimated. 
 
Results and Discussion: We developed software tools to process and analyse Variant Call Format (VCF) files, 
yielding a final ranking of variants according to their pathogenicity and relation to the phenotype. These tools 
can be used for VCF files containing data from WGS, Exome sequencing, or panel data. We assessed the 
precision and accuracy of the methods using synthetic VCF files, with known disease-related variants. To 
showcase this methodology, we present an application to the discovery of putative disease causal variants in a 
WGS cohort of patients with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) from the MSSNG large scale sequencing study. 
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Aim: Mutations in the Low Density Lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) gene are the major cause of familial 
hypercholesterolaemia (FH), with over 2300 variants described in clinical FH patients. However, less than 15 
% of these variants have functional evidence to prove their pathogenicity. The aim of the present work is to 
stablish a quantitative high-throughput in vitro microscopy approach to functional characterise 
rare LDLR variants. 
 
Methods: Wild type or mutant LDLR variants were overexpressed in LDLR-deficient CHO-ldlA7 cells. LDLR 
expression at cell surface and functional activity were quantified by multiparametric analysis of images acquired 
by high-content automated microscopy. A total of 40 variants were studied, 20 previously characterised 
(controls) used for assay validation, and 20 rare missense variants identified in Portuguese patients, with a 
clinical FH diagnose. The latter were classified as variants of unknown significance (VUS) according to the 
ACMG/AMP guidelines. 
 
Results: Analysis of control variants confirmed the effectiveness of this approach to correctly 
classify LDLR variants according to their pathogenicity. Moreover, this work allowed to identify 13 functionally 
abnormal missense variants and 7 functionally normal missense variants that do not affect LDLR activity among 
studied VUS. Moreover, this procedure is performed in 1/3 of the time needed with the reference method for 
functional characterisation (flow cytometry). 
 
Conclusions: Distinguish disruptive rare variants from silent rare variants is a fundamental challenge of 
contemporary genetics. We have established a time and cost-effective high-throughput assay to functionally 
profile LDLR variants, that can be scaled-up to higher number of variants. This strategy allows to firmly 
discriminate the biological effects and likely disease relevance of rare LDLR missense variants, contributing to 
an improved variant classification, and consequently to a better diagnosis and patients’ prognosis. 
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Fabry disease (FD) is one of the commonest Lysosomal Storage Disorders (LSDs) and is caused by mutations 
in the alpha-galactosidase A gene (GLA) from which results a deficient activity of the lysosomal hydrolase alpha-
galactosidase A (α-Gal A). This deficiency leads to progressive multisystemic accumulation of glycolipids, 
namely, globotriaosylceramide (Gb3) and globotriaosylsphingosine (lyso-Gb3), in plasma and in a wide range 
of cells, particularly in the relevant cells affected by the disease like vascular endothelial cells, podocytes, 
cardiomyocytes, and arterial smooth muscle cells. Taking FD as a cardiac disorder, our aim was to differentiate 
induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) reprogrammed from FD patients’ fibroblasts into cardiomyocytes, a 
cellular type usually targeted by this disease. For this purpose, firstly we reprogram FD patients’ cells and a 
normal control cell line using the non-integrative Sendai Virus method. After achieving the iPSCs state, the cells 
were submitted to differentiation using specific cardiomyocytes differentiation effectors. After 14 days in culture, 
we obtained functional iPSC-cardiomyocytes (iPSC-CMs) that express relevant physiological markers, present 
contractility, and can be subsequently maintained in culture using the appropriate maintenance medium. The 
resulting iPSC-derived cells will be analyzed against the initial FD fibroblast to see if the disease features are 
replicable in the new cell lines. Although our results are promising, we still have to design and execute a protocol 
that allow our iPSC-CMs to achieve the maturation state. Since only mature cardiomyocytes can recapitulate 
the same disease phenotypes present in vivo and serve as an accurate disease model, we have to surpass the 
immature state to achieve a complete disease model. 
 
This work was financed by FCT (PTDC/BIM-MEC/4762/2014) and carried out at INSA-DGH. 
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Introduction: Lamins compose the nuclear lamina and confer integrity to the nucleus. Mutations in different 
lamins’ genes are associated with several diseases [1], including Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria syndrome 
(HGPS). HGPS is an incurable rare disease characterized by aging acceleration towards a premature death. A 
mutation in the lamin A/C-encoding gene (LMNA) produces a truncated protein, termed progerin, which 
accumulates in the nuclear periphery [2]. Consequently, HGPS cells exhibit age-associated markers, such as 
enhanced DNA damage [3], and senescence [4]. Previous work in our group showed that a specific RNA-
binding protein (RBPX) modulates the levels of different transcripts. Due to HGPS molecular pathogenesis, we 
hypothesized that RBPX could interfere with progerin processing and thus attenuate the age-associated 
markers. 
 
Methodology: HEK293T cells were transfected with progerin or co-transfected with progerin and RBPX. After 
48 hours, the cells were harvested for fluorescence microscopy and immunoblot analyses to assess the nuclear 
circularity index and progerin levels, respectively. Furthermore, we transduced human HGPS fibroblasts with 
lentiviral vectors encoding RBPX where the DNA damage was assessed by the phospho-Histone H2A.X. 
 
Results: RBPX overexpression in progerin-expressing cells showed (i) an increase in the nuclear circularity 
index, (ii) a decrease in progerin protein levels, and (iii) a reduction in DNA damage. 
 
Discussion: The ability of RBPX in reducing progerin levels makes it a promising therapeutic target for HGPS. 
In this light, we suggest RBPX gene delivery as an innovative therapeutic approach to mitigate the HGPS 
phenotype. Nevertheless, further research is needed to assess safety and efficacy in vivo models. 
 
References: [1] Worman et al., 2020, Cold Spring Harb Perspect Biol, 2:a000760. [2]Goldman et al., 
2004, 101:8963. [3]Gonzalo and Kreienkamp, 2015, Current opinion in cell biology, 34:75. [4]Benson et al., 
2010, J Cell Sci, 123:2605. 
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Introduction: Polyglutamine (PolyQ) diseases are incurable neurodegenerative disorders characterized by an 
abnormal CAG expansion in the respective disease associated gene [1]. The mutant gene product are proteins 
bearing an overexpanded PolyQ tract. Affected patients display progressive motor symptoms that ultimately 
culminate in premature death [2]. Spinocerebellar ataxia type 2 (SCA2) and type 3 (SCA3) are PolyQ diseases 
in which the Ataxin-2 and Ataxin-3 proteins, respectively, contain an abnormal polyQ tract prone to 
aggregate [3]. Previously, our group showed that a specific RNA binding protein (RBPX) modulates mRNA 
dynamics, regulating their translation. Thus, we hypothesised that RBPX could regulate Ataxin-2 and Ataxin-3 
expression alleviating disease associated phenotypes. 
 
Methods: N2a cell were co-transfected with mutant Ataxin-2 and RBPX or mutant Ataxin-3 and RBPX. Ataxin-
2 and Ataxin-3 expression levels and protein aggregation were assessed by western-blot and fluorescence 
microscopy, respectively. 
Lentiviral mouse models of SCA2 and SCA3 were injected into the striatum with lentiviral particles encoding for 
RBPX protein. Ataxin-2 and Ataxin-3 aggregation and neurodegeneration were assessed by microscopy. 
 
Results: RBPX reduces expression levels and aggregation of mutant Ataxin-2 and Ataxin-3 in vitro and in vivo. 
Mouse models of SCA2 and SCA3 showed reduced neurodegeneration when injected with lentiviral particles 
encoding for RBPX protein. RBPX protein also displayed a positive safety profile. 
 
Discussion: RBPX overexpression in two different PolyQ mouse models, SCA2 and SCA3, reduced Ataxin-2 
and Ataxin-3 aggregation and safely rescued disease associated neurodegeneration. Therefore, we propose 
RBPX gene delivery as novel and safe therapy to treat different PolyQ diseases.   
 
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by the AFM-Téléthon, the Ataxia UK, and the Fundação para 
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References: [1] Matos et al. 2018 Adv Exp Med Biol; [2] Paulson et al. 2017 Nat Rev; [3] Nóbrega et al. Brain 
2015. 
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Cancer is the second leading cause of death globally; therefore, its study is crucial to discover new therapies. 
Under stress, the regular process of protein synthesis (canonical translation) is impaired, while a back-up 
mechanism mediated by internal ribosome entry sites (IRES) continues to function, allowing the synthesis of 
proteins that maintain cellular viability. This also happens in cancer cells, contributing for their survival and 
consequent tumorigenesis. IRES-mediated translation and its regulation by IRES trans-acting factors (ITAFs) 
has been correlated to metastasis and chemotherapeutic drug resistance. Therefore, our main goal was to 
validate ITAFs and assess their significance in cancer onset, thus becoming candidates as novel therapeutic 
targets. A bicistronic reporter system containing a first cistron translated via canonical translation and a second 
one translated by mTOR1 or AGO12 IRES was used to test IRES-driven translation initiation activity. 
Experiments were carried out in which several proteins (hnRNPs) were silenced by specific siRNAs to analyse 
their function as ITAFs of mTOR and AGO1 IRESs. Also, distinct drugs were applied to simulate endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) or hypoxia stress, to evaluate their effect on IRES activity. The relative IRES activity was 
assessed by luminescence tests and the protein levels by Western blot. In general, knockdown of hnRNPK and 
hnRNPU seems to decrease the IRES activity by ~60% and ~30% respectively, while hnRNPC knockdown 
does not show a significant effect. Regarding the ER stress, hnRNPK knockdown seems to decrease even 
more the IRES activity, while hnRNPU depletion induces a significant increase. On the other hand, under 
hypoxia, the hnRNPs knockdowns do not significantly affect IRES activity. These results indicate that hnRNPK 
and hnRNPU may function as ITAFs of mTOR and AGO1 IRES activity in cells under ER stress. Our data can 
be decisive for a better understanding of carcinogenesis and suggest new therapeutic targets for cancer 
treatment. 
 
1. Marques-Ramos, A., et.al. 2017. RNA. 23, 1712-1728 
2. Lacerda, R. 2016. Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia da Universidade NOVA de Lisboa. 
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The tumor microenvironment is characterized by several stresses impairing canonical translation. However, 
specific mRNAs harboring internal ribosome entry sites (IRES), such as several tumour suppressors and 
oncogenes, can overcome this impairment. The tumor suppressor TP53 gene, an important transcription factor 
that ensures cellular homeostasis, is frequently mutated in human cancers. Over the years, several p53 
isoforms have been identified, which in some cases result from alternative initiation of translation regulated by 
an IRES. Recently, we have associated mutant p53 “gain-of-function” cancer phenotype, such as enhanced cell 
survival, invasion, proliferation, and adhesion, with the expression of higher levels of shorter p53 isoforms, such 
as Δ160p53 isoform.1 Here, we used a bicistronic system containing two reporter luciferases (renilla luciferase 
and firefly luciferase) to assess IRES-mediated translation. Several p53 mRNA elements were tested in this 
system and, interestingly, we have found an inhibitory element of IRES-mediated translation. Overall, IRES-
mediated translation in malignant cells is used to translate specific proteins that promote cancer progression. 
Thus, inhibiting translation of oncogenes via IRES could prevent the formation of tumor cells and their adaptation 
to unfavourable conditions in the tumor microenvironment. 
 
1. Candeias, M. M., Hagiwara, M. & Matsuda, M. Cancer‐specific mutations in p53 induce the translation of 
Δ160p53 promoting tumorigenesis. EMBO Rep. 17, 1542–1551 (2016). 
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Introduction: Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by 
communication deficits and repetitive behaviors, with a strong genetic component. However, the genetics 
underlying the disease is unclear. Objective: To identify neurotransmission and synaptic (NS) genes with a role 
in ASD as there is evidence that the disruption of these mechanisms is implicated in the disease etiology. 
 
Methods: We defined 1216 NS candidate genes by filtering for ‘neurotransmitter’ and ‘synapse’ in Gene 
Ontology, Reactome and KEGG; we overlapped the gene list obtained with the databases SynaptomeDB and 
SynSysNet, and with a gene list obtained from a literature review. We searched for ultra-rare high-confidence 
loss of function (LoF) Single Nucleotide Variants (MAF<0,1%) in these genes in the Whole Exome Sequencing 
dataset from the Autism Sequencing Consortium (N=3938 cases) and in gnomAD (N=60146 controls). Genes 
with variants of interest were used to construct a network of protein-protein interactions (PPI) from the STRING 
database. Network clusters were identified using the Leiden community detection. 
 
Results: We selected 358 LoF variants in 209 genes and constructed a PPI network. We identified 59 genes 
as being part of a main network that interconnects different biological processes affecting several of the cases 
analysed. We identified 7 biological communities involved in cellular processes at different levels. Some of these 
genes encode molecules previously associated to ASD, such as subunits from calcium channels (CACNB4; 
CACNA2D1; CACNA1C; CACNA1S), or implicated in processes suspected to have a role in neuronal 
development, such as the immune system (IRAK2; IL1B; TRAF6; IRAK3; IRAK4). 
 
Discussion: The main network genes are distributed by 7 biological processes that may underlie the genetic 
component of ASD, some were already proposed as source of synaptic dysregulation, such as cell adhesion 
molecules and axon guidance. This work reinforces the idea that basic cellular processes may compromise 
neuronal development and synaptic signaling such as cell signaling at the immune system level (interleukin 
function), MAP kinase or G alpha signaling. 
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Introduction: Spinocerebellar ataxia type 2 (SCA2) is a genetic neurodegenerative disorder, which belongs to 
the group of polyglutamine diseases, caused by an expansion of CAG trinucleotide repeats in the disease-
causing genes. It is widely accepted that these disorders share similar mechanisms of pathogenesis, including 
protein aggregation and proteolytic cleavage [1]. Autophagy impairment has also been reported in several 
polyglutamine diseases, however there are no studies concerning the role of autophagy in SCA2 [2]. Therefore, 
in this work we aimed at evaluating the autophagic pathway in different models of SCA2. Moreover, we tested 
whether the molecular induction of autophagy could rescue the phenotype observed in models of this disorder. 
 
Methodology: To evaluate the autophagic process, we used mouse in vitro and in vivo models of SCA2, as 
well as patients’ brain samples. We assessed the expression levels of several autophagic markers through 
western blot, immunohistochemistry and qRT-PCR. We also induced the autophagic process in the mouse 
models using Cordycepin and analyzed its potential therapeutic effect [3]. 
 
Results: Regarding the results obtained in the mouse models of SCA2, we observed an increase in protein and 
mRNA levels of SQSTM1 and a decrease in LC3B protein levels. Additionally, we observed the presence of 
SQSTM1 and LC3B inclusions in patients’ brain tissue. Moreover, molecular induction of autophagy led to a 
decrease in mutant protein levels. 
 
Discussion: The results obtained revealed the first evidences of autophagy dysfunction in SCA2, as altered 
levels and accumulation of autophagic markers were observed in different models. Moreover, we observed that 
molecular activation of the autophagic pathway results in mitigation of neuropathological alterations in SCA2. 
 
References: [1] Matos CA et. Al. Adv Exp Med Biol. 2018; 1049:395-438; [2] Cortes CJ, La Spada AR. Mol Cell 
Neurosci. 2015; 66(A):53-61; [3] Marcelo A et. Al. Hum Mol Genet. 2019; 28(1):51-63. 
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Introduction: Budding uninhibited by benzimidazoles 1 (Bub1) is a serine/threonine kinase that serves a central 
role in aligning chromosomes and establishing the mitotic spindle checkpoint. In addition, Bub1 also has an 
important role in the accurate segregation of chromosomes. Mutations in BUB1 are often found in various types 
of cancer, including breast cancer, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, prostate and gastric cancer. 
 
Methodology: We used whole-exome sequencing to identify the mutations present in two unrelated patients. 
We capitalized on the studies performed on Bub1 functions to characterise the impact of these mutations by 
the combination of fix and live imaging techniques. For that, we used immortalised patient-derived skin 
fibroblasts. 
 
Results: We report here the first mutations in the gene BUB1 in two unrelated individuals. These individuals 
are both characterised by microcephaly but the majority of the clinical features are unique to each. Immortalised 
patient-derived skin fibroblasts have a delayed mitotic progression as well as defects in alignment and 
segregation of the chromosomes.  From our functional studies, we show that these mutations affect distinctly 
the Bub1 catalytic activity. While one totally abrogate its kinase activity the other behaves as a hypomorphic. 
The catalytic function of Bub1 is required for chromosome arm resolution and positioning of the chromosomal 
passenger complex for resolution of spindle attachment errors and plays a minor role in spindle assembly 
checkpoint activation. 
 
Discussion: We report the first description of a rare syndrome caused by mutations in the gene BUB1. 
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Introduction: Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is an aggressive and lethal disease. This study aimed to 
perform a genome-wide characterization of OSCC patients and to identify the most common altered 
chromosomes, signalling pathways and genes and consequently to establish potential prognosis biomarkers.  
 
Methodology: A whole genome characterization of tumor samples from 62 OSCC patients was performed 
using array comparative genomic hybridization. The identification of a genomic signature and prognosis 
biomarkers was carried out by applying several statistical methods.  
 
Results: A total of 8507 chromosomal regions with copy number alteration were detected. The most frequently 
amplified chromosomes were 3q, 8q, 11q, 15q and 17q. The most frequently deleted chromosomes were 3p, 
5q, 6p, 7q, 8p, 11q and 18q. The GO terms associated with the most frequently amplified (n=14302) and deleted 
genes (n=880) were determined, resulting in a set of 748 terms associated with the amplifications and 407 
associated with the deletions (p˂0.01). Taking into account a set of terms closely associated with the 
carcinogenic process, further comparisons were drawn between these two sets of genes. This step resulted in 
60 terms associated with the amplified genes and 7 terms associated with the deleted genes (p<0.01).  From 
the initial 21939 mapped genes in the 8507 regions, 472 genes are left after a 35% frequency filter. A signalling 
pathway analysis was performed, resulting in 15 signalling pathways that are overrepresented (p<0.05). A total 
of 49 genes that were associated with those pathways were considered for further analyses. Multivariate 
analyses and logistic regression models identified both SCRIB (OR=0.11, p=0.015) and PIK3CB  (OR=0.041, p=0.04) 
with a significant predictive value associated with the development of metastasis/relapse.  
 
Conclusion: This study gave a step forward in the identification of prognosis biomarkers with great potential 
for patients’ management. 
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Introduction: Disorders of sexual development (DSD) are congenital conditions in which the chromosomal, 
gonadal, or anatomical sex is atypical. Molecular studies of some genes, using PCR and Sanger sequencing 
(PCR&S), usually don´t detect pathogenic alterations in most patients with a clinical diagnosis of DSD. In such 
cases, affected individuals can remain, sometimes for many years, without a definitive diagnosis, appropriate 
clinical management, and treatment. The aim of this study was to validate the Next Generation Sequencing 
(NGS) analysis for a multigene panel designed for DSD in order to provide a faster molecular diagnosis with 
lower costs and contribute to a more effective diagnosis.  
 
Methodology: A panel with 40 genes and 35 anonymized DNA samples with 90 known variants (SNVs and 
SNPs), was used for validation by NGS. In addition, 15 DNA samples from patients with DSD were analysed, 
after informed consent had been obtained. Some of these were analysed for a few genes, by PCR&S, and no 
molecular defects were identified. NGS included Ampliseq, MiSeq® platform, and Variant Interpreter 
(all from Illumina), and other bioinformatics  
tools (IGV, VEP, HSF, and VarSome).  
 
Results/discussion: Through this approach, 86 variants were validated in 18 genes (validation rate: 95.6%). 
In the 15 samples where the classical methodology (PCR&S) was not able to find the molecular defect, NGS 
detected pathogenic variants in 2 of them (13%). In a first patient, two alterations (both in heterozygosity) were 
identified in HSD17B3 (c.876_877dupAA; c.645A>T), which can explain the patient’s phenotype. In a second 
patient a homozygous variant, c.277+4A>T, was also found in HSD17B3. These two 46,XY females, had a 
clinical suspicion of androgen insensitivity syndrome, although both were negative for variants in the AR gene. 
This study allowed us to validate the NGS approach for a wide number of genes and contributed to an increased 
detection rate of pathogenic variants in patients with DSD improving their clinical diagnosis.  
 
Acknowledgments: Research partially supported by FCT/MCTES, Toxicogenomics, and Human Health 
(UIDB/00009/2020). GenomePT project (POCI-01-0145-FEDER-022184). 
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Cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL, OMIM 
#125310) is the most common inherited cerebral small vessel disease, with a recent new estimated prevalence 
of 1:300. It is caused by mutations in the NOTCH3 gene which vary in their frequency across populations. More 
than 10 years ago, studies showed exons 4, 11, 18, and 19 to be the most frequently mutated in CADASIL 
Portuguese patients. However, since then, no further studies have been done in our CADASIL population. 
Therefore, our aim was to detail NOTCH3 gene mutational spectrum in a cohort of CADASIL patients from the 
Center Region of Portugal. CADASIL patients were clinically evaluated at the vascular outpatient unit of the 
Neurology department of the Centro Hospitalar e Universitário de Coimbra (CHUC) and were referred to the 
Neurogenetics laboratory at the Center for Neuroscience and Cell Biology (CNC) for their molecular analysis. 
The genetic studied was performed by Sanger and/or NGS sequencing and the identified variants were further 
evaluated using an in-house bioinformatic pipeline. A total of 53 NOTCH3 mutation carriers were identified. Of 
those, 20 were index cases from different families and 33 were relatives. The molecular analysis revealed 12 
different heterozygous mutations in which eight were missense cysteine altering mutations (p.R110C, p.R153C, 
p.G420C, p.R427C, p.C446F, p.R558C, p.R607C, p.C1099Y), three were missense cysteine sparing mutations 
(p.S497L, p.S978R, p.V1952M) and one was a novel nonsense mutation (p.R1893*). Of note, all the missense 
mutations were previously reported in the literature. Interestingly, the majority of the NOTCH3 gene mutations 
were located in exon 8, 11, 20 or 31 (18,9%, 47,2%, 11,3% and 9,4% respectively), while the remaining ones 
were dispersed over the entire NOTCH3 coding sequence. Accordingly, our results suggest that sequencing of 
the entire coding region of the NOTCH3 geneis relevant for CADASIL mutation analysis in the Portuguese 
population. Additionally, our study enlarged the pathogenic NOTCH3 mutation spectrum, with a novel nonsense 
mutation identified. 
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Sickle cell disease (SCD) is an inherited blood disorder that affects over 300,000 newborns worldwide every 
year. Despite being a monogenic disease, SCD shows a remarkably high clinical heterogeneity and analysis of 
the HBB gene cluster has revealed five distinct haplotypes: Senegal (SEN), Benin (BEN), Central African 
Republic (CAR), Cameroon (CAM) and Arab-Indian (ARAB). The aim of this study was to assess the frequency 
of HBB haplotypes, as well as to correlate other genetic predictors that could have an impact on SCD phenotype 
in an Angolan pediatric population. 
 
This study analyzed clinical and biological data collected from 192 Angolan children. DNA was extracted from 
peripheral blood samples and paired-end sequencing was performed using the NextSeq 550. Haplotype 
classification was based on four previously described SNPs (rs3834466, rs28440105, rs10128556, and 
rs968857) and the genotype for the SNPs in HBG2 (rs7482144), BCL11A (rs4671393) and HBS1L-MYB 
(rs28384513, rs4895441) genes were also obtained. 
 
The most prevalent haplotype was the CAR/CAR, detected in 91.7%, followed by the CAR/BEN in 5.7%. 
Surprisingly, all the patients had at least one CAR allele and an ANOVA test showed significant differences in 
fetal hemoglobin between all the haplotypes and in the patients with rs7482144 and rs4671393. Patients with 
rs4671393 also had considerable differences in the hemoglobin and neutrophils count. Considering rs28384513 
polymorphism, a significant difference was observed in the neutrophils count and the reticulocytes count was 
statistically significant for rs4895441. 
 
This study provides a relevant contribution to the Angolan’s population genetic background, where CAR 
haplotype is undoubtedly the commonest HBB haplotype and significant differences were observed in several 
hematological parameters. We believe that the use of NGS approaches could expand our knowledge of SCD 
heterogeneity and related severity, since it allows the study of multiple variants. These results emphasize the 
importance of personalized health care for SCD. 
 
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by FCT/Aga Khan (project nº330842553) and FCT/MCTES 
(UIDB/05608/2020 and UIDP/05608/2020). 
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Background: Mitochondrial diseases are a group of rare inherited disorders characterized by extreme 
phenotypic heterogeneity that can be transmitted by any mode of inheritance, with hitherto no effective therapy 
options. It is estimated that 1:5,000 individuals will develop a mitochondrial disease. The molecular diagnosis 
in mitochondrial disorders is a great challenge and compared with traditional diagnostic testing approaches, the 
recent evaluations of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) for mitochondrial disorders have shown that this 
methodology is more likely to provide a diagnosis, being quicker and cheaper. Many of the newly nuclear 
gene loci linked to mitochondrial disease genes have been discovered with NGS methods as well as novel 
phenotypes associated to genes previously linked to mitochondrial disease. 
 
Objectives: The purpose of our project* was to develop a NGS strategy to identify the genetic defects in 250 
patients suspicious of mitochondrial disorders, to confirm the clinical and biochemical diagnosis of the disease. 
 
Methods: NGS was performed in a MiSeq Illumina instrument using a custom gene panel with 209 nuclear 
genes involved in mitochondria metabolism, and the entire human mitochondrial genome, applying SureSelect 
QXT target enrichment and Nextera XT, respectively. 
 
Results: A molecular diagnosis was attained in 62/250 (25%) of the studied patients that harbored 21 
pathogenic variants, previously reported in the literature, 11 novel variants probably pathogenic and 54 novel 
variants of unknown significance. These mutations were confirmed by Sanger sequencing in the index cases 
and in their relatives. 
 
Discussion and Conclusion: Our NGS approach revealed to be an useful strategy to provide a molecular 
diagnosis in a substantial fraction of patients with mitochondrial diseases of unclear etiology, expanding the 
mutational spectrum of these disorders. Undiagnosed patients will be selected for Exome Sequencing. 
 
*This Research Project was supported by FCT (Fundação da Ciência e Tecnologia) (PTDC/DTP-PIC/222 
0/2014) and by NORTE2020 (NORTE-01-0246-FEDER-000014 DESVENDAR “DEScobrir, VENcer as 
Doenças rARas”). 
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The value of array-CGH in diagnostics is unquestionable, as it has enabled the detection of submicroscopic 
copy number variations (CNVs) of clinical significance, increasing the yield of clinical genetic diagnoses, when 
compared to cytogenetic analysis. Cytogenetically, rearrangements like inversions and translocations might 
appear balanced at the microscopic level, but sometimes present cryptic rearrangements in the chromosomes 
involved in the rearrangement or others. 
 
In 32 samples, 7 prenatal and 25 postnatal, that presented inversions (10), translocations (16) deletions (5) and 
one ring chromosome characterized by cytogenetics, 180K oligonucleotide aCGH was performed. 
 
In the inversions, six had no further imbalances after aCGH, one had imbalances in the chromosome with the 
cytogenetically visible inversion, and three had imbalances in chromosomes different from the one involved in 
the inversion. 
 
In the deletion cohort, a cytogenetically visible chromosome 6 terminal deletion postnatally detected revealed 
to have an extra chromosome 3 paternal deletion after aCGH, and in the four prenatal samples, one also 
revealed a cryptic imbalance additional to the cytogenetic visible deletion. 
 
In the 16 translocations, the two detected at prenatal and seven out of 25 postnatal were balanced at aCGH, 4 
had imbalances on the chromosomes involved in the apparently balanced rearrangements, and 3 had cryptic 
imbalances in chromosomes other than the translocated. 
 
The ring chromosome 21 detected in a prenatal sample, revealed to have a paternal duplication at chromosome 
17, on a syndromic region with high clinical variability. 
 
Of the 32 samples, in 18 aCGH revealed no further imbalances and in 14 submicroscopic imbalances were 
detected, nine in chromosomes different from the ones involved in the rearrangements and five in the 
chromosomes involved in the translocation or inversion. 
 
These results show that after an apparently balanced rearrangement is observed in conventional cytogenetic, 
the phenotypic impact can only be correctly established after cryptic imbalances have been disregarded by 
aCGH, as it is likely that other imbalances might be present, contributing to phenotype. 
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Genetic testing is becoming more commonplace in general and specialist health care, and should always be 
accompanied by genetic counselling. Genetic counseling has consistently been shown to impact patients and 
families and, understandingly, counselors too. Based on these premises counselling supervision has emerged 
as a service to enable professionals who provide genetic counselling consultations to acknowledge whether 
and how their own experiences, thoughts or feelings could impact their work with patients, to explore and 
manage the impact the genetic counselling process could have for their work. Clinical and counselling 
supervision of practitioners plays a key role in quality assurance of practice and providing a safety environment 
for patients and professionals. 
 
We conducted a study that aimed to explore the current status of genetic counseling supervision provision 
across Europe and to ascertain factors that might be relevant for the successful implementation of counselling 
supervision. A total of 100 practitioners responded to the online survey; respondents were from 18 countries, 
with the majority working in France (27%) and Spain (17%). Only 34 participants reported having access to 
genetic counselling supervision. Country of origin, the existence of a regulation system and years of experience 
were factors identified as relevant influencing access and characteristics of counselling supervision. 
 
With this work we intend to invite portuguese genetics healthcare professionals to reflect on the relevance of 
counselling supervision assurance in our national services while providing a landscape of other European 
services. Although there is a growing number of genetic counsellors trained at European level, just a few 
countries have implemented and required as mandatory the access to genetic counselling supervision, which 
is essential to ensure a safe and effective genetic counselling. The importance of counselling supervision for 
the improvement of genetics healthcare services is not yet widely discussed or established and is equally 
relevant for medical geneticist and genetic counsellors’ professional groups. 
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Introduction: Non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) has been widely used to detect common fetal chromosome 
aneuploidies (T13, T18 and T21) and, eventually, sex chromosome aneuploidies. However, NIPT is only a 
screening method and therefore can lead to false positive or false negative results. (This is directly due to the 
NIPT techniques used that analyzes all the cfDNA circulating in the blood (maternal and fetal)). The free fetal 
cfDNA that circulates in maternal blood is of placental origin and may, in very rare situations, represent 
chromosomal alterations limited to the placenta, being the fetal karyotype normal. In the same way, maternal 
chromosomal abnormalities can also be detected, including X chromosome alterations with increased risks of 
pathogenic phenotype in male fetuses. In this work we report relevant sex maternal chromosomal abnormalities 
detected in our NIPTcohort. 
 
Methodology: A retrospective analysis of 619 singleton pregnancies, with moderate risk for common fetal 
chromosome aneuploidies was performed. 
 
Results: In this cohort, we identified 8 duplications in Xp22.31 and 1 deletion in the same region. This deletion 
is a 1.46M maternal Xp22.31 deletion, confirmed by aCGH, involving the STS ichthyosis gene linked to the X 
chromosome and reported on the OMIM Morbid Map. The child, at birth, showed signs of ichthyosis but, after 
9 months of preprogrammed treatment he is currently healthy, apparently with normal development. The 
duplication in Xp22.31 region, were also confirmed by aCGH, with a frequency of 1,3% in our cohort. This is an 
interesting result, and the possibility of this variant having a high representation in the Portuguese population 
cannot be ruled out. 
 
Discussion: We can conclude that NIPT is currently the best screening test to detect fetal common 
aneuploidies, with high specificity, but anomalies confined to the placenta, tumor abnormalities and incidental 
maternal genetic abnormalities can be a disadvantage leading to false positive or false negative results. For 
this reason, all abnormal NIPT results, including maternal incidental findings must always be confirmed by 
invasive diagnostic methods. 
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Alpha-thalassemia (α-thal) is one of the most common monogenic disorders in the world. Its clinical severity 
varies from almost asymptomatic, mild microcytic hypochromic anemia, to a lethal hemolytic condition, 
depending on the number of affected α-globin genes (1 to 4). The disease is most commonly originated by 
deletions on 16p13.3. The aim of this study was to identify the molecular basis, geographic distribution and 
prevalence of mild forms of α-thal in Portugal. 
 
This is a cross-sectional population-based study, based on the first Portuguese National Health Examination 
Survey (INSEF), which included individuals living in Portugal for more than 12 months, aged between 25 and 
74 years old. For this INSEF sub-study, we analysed 4812 participants from whom a Complete Blood Count 
was performed and selected the 204 participants presenting red blood cell microcytosis (Mean Corpuscular 
Volume, MCV <80fL) and/or hypochromia (Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin, MCH <27pg). DNA from these 
samples was used to search for deletions in HBA cluster by Gap-PCR and Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe 
Amplification. 
 
We found 52 individuals heterozygous for the -α3.7kb deletion, one homozygous for this deletion and one 
heterozygous for the -α4.2kb deletion. Two cases presented triplicated α-globin genes (αααanti 3.7kb). Thus, α-thal 
was observed in 54 individuals (26.5 %) of the analysed population. Carriers of the –α3.7kb deletion have 
hypochromic red blood cells (MCH mean 26.0 ± 0.9 pg) but normal or borderline volume (MCV mean 81.4 ± 2.7 
fL). The geographic distribution of affected participants showed two regions with highest prevalence of α-thal: 
LVT and RA Madeira. 
 
Although the mild forms of α-thal themselves are of no clinical significance, their major importance is the 
modifying effect that they have on various severe forms of β-thalassemia and sickle cell disease. Furthermore, 
α-thal trait can be confused with iron deficiency anemia as the hematological parameters are quite similar. 
Therefore, iron status should be properly assessed to distinguish between the two conditions and α-thal 
confirmation at DNA level is necessary for a definitive diagnosis. 
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Non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) for fetal aneuploidies has emerged as an important tool in the antenatal 
care, particularly important in the management of high-risk pregnancies. The practice bulletin issued recently 
by the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) and the Society for Maternal-Fetal 
Medicine (SMFM) states that screening and diagnostic testing for chromosomal abnormalities should be offered 
early to all pregnant women irrespective of the maternal age and baseline risk. Here we present data collected 
between January 2018 and December 2019 that included 3130 pregnancies. In 42 (1.34%) of the cases an 
abnormal NIPT result was found; 29 fetuses with trisomy 21, 7 fetuses with trisomy 18 and 6 fetuses with sex 
chromosome aneuploidies. Chromosome 13 trisomy was not observed in this cohort. The NIPT result for trisomy 
21 and 18 was confirmed in all cases by genetic testing of fetuses’ material obtained by amniocentesis or 
chorionic biopsy. Sex chromosome aneuploidies were confirmed in 3 of the 6 cases detected; one of the couples 
declined the diagnostic test and two X-chromosome monosomies were not confirmed. Interestingly, among the 
aneuploidies 18 and 21 identified, around 28% (10/36) occurred in women with less than 35 years old (8 fetuses 
with trisomy 21 and 2 fetuses with trisomy 18), 40% of the cases with no increased risk of fetal aneuploidy at 
the time of the test. PPV for trisomy 21 was of 100%, regardless the baseline fetal aneuploidy risk. The 
inconclusive rate, with no NIPT result after repeated sampling, was 0.19% (6 cases): in all but one the maternal 
age was above 35 years old and in half of the cases BMI was above 25. The inconclusive rate in our cohort is 
below the reported. Importantly, among the pregnancies with indication for NIPT due to a positive combined 
screening, more than 97% of the cases had a normal NIPT thus avoiding an invasive procedure. With the 
highest detection and lowest false-positive rates, cell-free DNA screening test proved to be a reliable prenatal 
test for chromosomal abnormalities with a positive outcome if applied to the general obstetric population. 
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Context: Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma (HNSCC) is an aggressive disease that arises by 
molecular deregulation events including the accumulation of copy number alterations and changes in 
methylation profiles that result in modifications in gene expression levels and downstream signalling pathways. 
The study of these alterations is essential to understand the development and progression of HNSCC. 
 
Methods: Copy number alteration (CNA), RNA-Seq and methylation data from tumor tissue from 416 HNSCC 
patients was downloaded from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). mRNA expression data for normal tumor-
adjacent tissue was also retrieved. The genes contained in the regions altered in more than 40% of patients 
were extracted, for RNA-Seq data only the genes differentially expressed between tumour and normal tumor-
adjacent tissue were used. A threshold of 0.3 was set for selecting methylated genes and those methylated in 
under 40% of patients were filtered out. The overrepresented pathways in each dataset were determined and 
those that were statistically significant (p<0.01) and the respective genes altered in the cohort were analysed 
and compared between omics. R programming language was used for analysis. 
 
Results: The top 3 most overrepresented signalling pathways were Pathways in Cancer, PI3K-Akt signaling 
pathway and Metabolic pathways when considering CNA data; Neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction, 
Olfactory transduction and Staphylococcus aureus infection in methylation data and Metabolic pathways, Axon 
Guidance and Cytokine-citokine receptor interaction when considering the RNA-Seq data. Two genes 
(ADCY8 and AGTR1) were common to both CNA and methylation data pathways and EGFR was common to 
the latter and RNA-Seq data. For CNA and RNA-Seq data, a set of 8 genes was found to be common to the 
overrepresented signalling pathways. 
 
Conclusion: This is a preliminary study that corroborates the complexity of molecular interactions that disrupt 
essential signalling pathways and give origin to HNSCC. The integration of multiple omics in the study of cancer 
is a hot topic that must be further explored in order to positively impact the clinical course of HNSCC patients. 
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Introduction: Hereditary amyloid transthyretin amyloidosis with polyneuropathy, besides its chronicity and 
devastating progression, provokes a strong psychological impact on the life of these patients and their relatives. 
Thereby, genetic counsellors, psychologists and other health professionals are challenged to work together for 
the best possible care of those families. Aiming at promoting the development and delivery of clinically 
supportive services, we conducted a mixed-methods systematic review about the psychosocial experience of 
members of families with this condition. 
 
Methodology: Manuscripts published between January 1992 and December 2019 were searched using 16 
databases. The work includes a methodological quality assessment of selected studies, a postsynthesis 
sensitivity analysis, and an overall assessment of the thematic synthesis. 
 
Results: Of 7,394 manuscripts identified, 220 were reviewed in full text and 70 met the eligibility criteria. 
Preliminary findings of the reviewed studies suggest that the disorder and its life implications may pose a 
significant psychosocial burden for the patients and their relatives. During their lifetime, members of these 
families generally became caregivers, implying changes in family roles, and parent’s disease and death are 
frequent early in their life. 
 
Discussion: Psychosocial experience of members of families with this disorder is not enough studied. Although 
scientific literature has described the life paths of these persons, further research on other key disease variables 
(e.g., including the psychosocial experience based on timing of clinical onset in the life cycle and effects of the 
most recent treatment interventions) can help fill research gaps and optimize health care services that support 
the families with the condition. 
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Type 1 Diabetes (T1D) is a multifactorial disease with a strong genetic component that results from the immune-
mediated destruction of pancreatic beta cells. Disease in preschool children, herein named Early-Onset 
(EO)T1D, is a rising and comparatively more severe clinical entity in the epidemiology of T1D in Western 
countries, including Portugal. The etiology of EOT1D remains unknown, which impedes the development of 
predictive diagnostic and the implementation of adequate preventive measures. 
 
Genome-wide association studies established that approximately half of the T1D genetic risk is conferred by 
the Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) class II genes DRB1, DQA1 and DQB1 molecules. Moreover, several 
susceptibility and protective alleles/ haplotypes have been identified in T1D patients with an open-range age of 
disease onset. Whether the same or distinct risk alleles/haplotypes participate to the etiology of EOT1D 
remains, to the best of our knowledge, unknown. 
 
The aim of this study was to examine the HLA-DR and DQ alleles as well as DRB1-DQA1-DQB1 haplotypes in 
102 clinically well-characterized EOT1D patients (age at diagnosis ≤5 years), in comparison to a cohort of 100 
T1D patients with disease onset between 8 and 35 years of age (Later onset (LaO)T1D). High-resolution HLA 
II typing was also performed in a cohort of 172 healthy controls. 
 
Our results demonstrate that distinct HLA class II haplotypes contribute to the genetic landscape of EOT1D and 
LaOT1D. Moreover, we establish a major contribution of a rare HLA II haplotype, not previously associated to 
T1D in Europeans, to the development of T1D at a younger age in the Portuguese population. 
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Familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) is a highly prevalent (1:250) autosomal dominant genetic dyslipidaemia 
characterized by a lifelong exposure to elevated low-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels. The early 
identification and treatment of these patients is imperative for prevention of premature atherosclerotic 
cardiovascular disease. 
 
With the widespread of affordable molecular genetic technologies, an increasing number of patients with a 
clinical suspicion of FH are being offered genetic testing as part of their diagnosis. Accordingly, the number of 
potentially disease-causing variants identified has also increased, and with it, the importance of correctly 
determine variant pathogenicity. 
 
In 2015 the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics and Association for Molecular Pathology 
(ACMG/AMP) published the standards for the interpretation of sequence variants. Shortly after, the Clinical 
Genome Resource has established expert panels to adjust these general guidelines to specific disease/gene 
pairs. 
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The ClinGen FH variant curation expert panel (VCEP) is composed of international expert clinicians, clinical 
laboratory diagnosticians, researchers and genomic medicine specialists working in FH. We have reviewed all 
scientific evidence, discussed each specification needed to thoroughly adapt the general ACMG/AMP 
guidelines to the FH and LDLR context and present here the consensus recommendations reached by all panel 
members. 
 
The FH VCEP focused firstly on LDL receptor gene variants and specifications include indications for loss-of-
function variant types; functional study criteria levels according to type of cells studied and thresholds to 
consider; definition of population data frequency values for benign and pathogenic; specific use and thresholds 
for in silico prediction tools; and co-segregation criteria specifications. 
 
The FH VCEP has started classifying all ~2800 LDLR variants currently published in ClinVar. Establishment of 
these guidelines as the new ‘gold standard’ in the FH community will help to achieve a consensus, accurate 
and standardized method for the clinical interpretation of variants identified in FH patients worldwide in a timely 
way. 
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Introduction: Familial Hypercholesterolemia (FH) is a common autosomal genetic disorder (1/250-1/500 
worldwide). FH patients have high levels of cholesterol since birth with a family history of hypercholesterolemia 
and premature cardiovascular disease. Genetic diagnosis results from the study of 3 
genes: LDLR, APOB, PCSK9. Recently, 5 genes have been associated with FH phenotype 
(LDLRAP1,   APOE,  LIPA,  ABCG5/8) since pathogenic variants in those genes have been identified in clinical 
FH patients. 
 
Methodology: Since 1999, 3106 individuals (1070 index cases with clinical FH diagnosis and 2036 relatives 
affected or non-affected) have been registered in the Portuguese FH Study. Until 2016, the genetic diagnosis 
was performed by Sanger sequencing of 3 FH genes. In 2017, an NGS panel of 8 genes 
(LDLR, APOB, PCSK9, LDLRAP1, APOE,  
LIPA, ABCG5, ABCG8) was implemented. 
 
Results: We have identified 895 individuals (315 children and 580 adults) with a pathogenic or likely pathogenic 
in the FH genes: 885 heterozygous and 10 homozygous (3 true homozygous, 7 compound heterozygous). 
Additionally, variants were identified in other FH associated genes (APOE, 3 subjects) and in genes associated 
with recessive dyslipidemia: LIPA (4 homozygous, 13 heterozygous) and ABCG5/8 (3 homozygous, 3 putative 
homozygous, 19 heterozygous). No pathogenic or likely pathogenic variants were identified in the remaining 
individuals. 
 
Discussion: Overall, the Portuguese FH Study have identified 4.5 % of the individuals expected to have FH in 
Portugal (prevalence of 1/500). A disease-causing variant was identified in 36% of the index-cases (381/1070). 
From these families, using a cascade screening approach, we identified 514 more subjects with FH. Cascade 
screening was performed in 73% of the families, but only 1 additional patient/index-case has been identified. 
This is an effective way to identify FH, but better cascade screening strategies need to be implemented in our 
country. In almost 1% of the index cases, a genetic cause for their dyslipidemia was found in FH associated 
genes (phenocopies) reinforcing the need to study these genes for a more accurate diagnosis and treatment of 
these individuals. 
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Introduction: Spinocerebellar ataxia type 2 (SCA2) is a hereditary neurodegenerative disorder caused by 
expansion of CAG trinucleotide repeats present in the codifying region of the ATXN2 gene. 
Mutant ATXN2 product – atxn2 - displays a cytotoxic gain-of-function, leading to progressive neurodegeneration 
(1). No definitive therapy for this disease has yet been developed, but ATXN2 knock-down represents a 
promising approach. The versatility of the CRISPR-Cas system enables gene silencing at a genomic level 
through an array of diverse mechanisms. Cas nucleases guided by a sgRNA produce modifications in precise 
regions of the DNA, and the system can be modified to direct transcriptional inhibitors such as the Krüppel 
associated box domain(KRAB) to particular genetic loci(2). 
 
Aims: The aim of this study was to develop two ATXN2 silencing strategies, utilizing dCas9-KRAB fusion 
protein to pre-transcriptionally repress ATXN2 expression and catalytically active Cas9 to knock-down 
the ATXN2 gene. 
 
Material and Methods: One sgRNA targeting ATXN2 promoter was cloned into plasmids encoding dCas9-
KRAB, while another sgRNA targeting ATXN2 upstream of the CAG repeat sequence was cloned into a plasmid 
encoding Cas9. Plasmids were transfected into human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 T cells and endogenous 
ataxin-2 mRNA and protein levels were analyzed by qPCR and Western blot. 
 
Results: Cas9/sgRNA did not alter ataxin-3 mRNA and protein levels in comparison to controls. dCas9-
KRAB/sgRNA did not alter ataxin-2 mRNA levels but displayed a tendency for decreasing ataxin-2 protein 
levels, relative to non-transfected cells (One-sample t test: p = 0,0534). 
 
Conclusion: Our study suggests that the CRISPR-Cas9 system may be adapted for ATXN2 gene silencing 
applications, but further improvements to our strategies will be necessary to produce significant alterations. 
 
References: 1 – Velázquez-Pérez L et al. Front Neurol. 2017; 8:472.; 2 – Gilbert L et al. Cell. 2013;154(2):442-
51. 
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Introduction: The mean diagnostic rate of exome sequencing (ES) is ~36%. ES reanalysis can increase the 
diagnostic rate ~12% in cases without a molecular diagnosis, especially due to new gene-disease associations. 
Genomics England’s PanelApp database shows ~1700 intellectual disability-associated genes (ID-AG), 
representing ~230 new ID-AG/year.Aim:to evaluate the diagnostic rate increase of ES, by massively screening 
previously ES negative cases for potential causative variants in newly ID-AG. 
 
Material and Methods: We designed our inhouse panel based on genes with evidences to be associated with 
ID and that were reported at the ESHG 2020, ASHG 2019, Orphanews or Pubmed (2019/2020). A list of 
variants were extracted, annotated and filtered in those ID-AG from all 620 ES negative cases. For candidate 
pathogenic variants, the ACMG (2015) guidelines for variant interpretation and classification were used. The 
best candidate variants were selected for further analysis and/or segregation studies. 
 
Results:We selected 43 genes with good/strong evidence of ID association: 31 dominant, 11 recessive and 1 
XL inheritance. We obtained 1165 filtered variants, 26 were truncating and 1139 were missense in 888 cases. 
We considered 22 variants as potential good candidates for a molecular diagnosis, that warranted further 
segregation studies, one in each of 22 patients. This approach can lead to a maximal additional diagnostic yield 
of 3.6%, if all variants are confirmed as causative. Seven were truncating variants and 15 were missense  
variants: WDFY3(4), SCAF4(3), SPTBN1(2), KDM6B(3), BRSK2(2), STAB1, CTR9, TAOK1, ZBTB7A, MAST1, 
MAPK8IP3 and PTPN23(2). 
 
Discussion: This new approach may increase the diagnostic rate up to 3.4%, which is not disparate value 
compared to 2.5-7.5%/year of ES reanalysis. In conclusion, we validated this approach as a novel 
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straightforward, less time-consuming and cost-effective strategy for the screening of undiagnosed ID cases. It 
can be used periodically and as complementary to individual ES reanalysis. Selected cases will be presented 
in detail. Each new diagnosis allows a more personalized management and specific genetic counselling for 
affected families. 
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Backgroud: Infertility is caused by several factors. The study of the infertile couple is extremely important to 
achieve a correct diagnostic and, consequently, a better treatment. Considering male infertility, studies beyond 
sperm parameters evaluation such as sperm aneuploidies and sperm DNA fragmentation could also be 
important. Some studies were performed to understand the clinical utility of these DNA quality tests, however 
implementation in routine diagnosis have not yet been performed. The main goal of this study was to evaluate 
if sperm aneuploidies and sperm DNA fragmentation should be included as valid tests in the routine investigation 
of male infertility. Additionally, we aimed to define a cut-off value above which significantly increased sperm 
DNA fragmentation can compromise male fertility. 
 
Materials and Methods: 835 infertile individuals (individual or referred as couple infertility) from 2007 to 2019 
were included. Semen samples were investigated for conventional semen parameters, sperm DNA 
fragmentation using Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick-end labelling (TUNEL) and sperm 
aneuploidies by Fluorescence in situ Hybridization (FISH). 
 
Results and Discussion: Male age seemed to trigger sperm DNA fragmentation. For oligozoospermic men 
and individuals with abnormalities in association, sperm DNA fragmentation analysis showed to be a relevant 
test. On the other hand, oligoteratozoospermic (OT) or oligoasthenoteratozoospermic (OAT) men seem to 
benefit from sperm aneuploidies testing. A statistically significant and positive association between sperm DNA 
fragmentation and sperm aneuploidies was also found. Additionally, a cut-off point of 18.8% of sperm DNA 
fragmentation was established, using TUNEL-assay by fluorescence microscopy. 
 
Conclusion: This study helped to understand in which cases should be performed sperm aneuploidies or 
sperm DNA fragmentation tests for routine investigation of male infertility and allowed to recommend a new cut-
off for sperm DNA fragmentation as the reference value above which male fertility status could be seriously 
compromised. This contributes for a better reproductive counselling to infertile couples. 
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Introduction: Hereditary Diffuse Gastric Cancer (HDGC) predisposes for diffuse gastric cancer (DGC) and/or 
lobular breast cancer (LBC). HDGC is caused by CDH1 inactivating mutations, and by CTNNA1 truncating 
variants. CTNNA1 is a recent HDGC-associated gene, encoding α-E-catenin, which associates with cadherins 
cytoplasmic domain. CTNNA1 germline variants also cause patterned macular dystrophy-2. 
 
Methods: We systematically searched the literature to identify families bearing CTNNA1 germline variants with 
or without HDGC criteria, classified the variants according to the ACMG guidelines and analyzed genotype-
phenotype associations. 
 
Results: We found 41 families bearing CTNNA1 germline variants, 13/41 fulfilling HDGC criteria. 10/13 (77%) 
families carried pathogenic (P) variants: 4 nonsense, 6 frameshift. All 10 probands had DGC (average ≈40y.o). 
From their 31 relatives: 14 had DGC, 1 LBC, 5 gastric cancer (GC), 2 breast cancer (BC) and 8 other cancer 
types. From the 28 families lacking HDGC criteria, only 14 (50%) carried P or likely pathogenic (LP) variants: 7 
frameshift, 6 nonsense and 1 large deletion. Five out of 14 probands were healthy, 1 had ductal BC (DBC) and 
8 had unspecified BC (average =51y.o.). From their 21 relatives: 3 had GC (average >60y.o.) and 18 had BC 
(average =56y.o.). Six additional families lacking HDGC criteria presented truncating variants (5 frameshift, 1 
nonsense) in the last exon of the gene classified as VUS. These 6 probands presented: 2 BC (average >60y.o.), 
3 DBC (average =45y.o.) and 1 was healthy. 
 
Discussion: We confirm CTNNA1 truncating P/LP variants as a HDGC predisposing factor. In families fulfilling 
HDGC clinical criteria, the frequency of P/LP variants is higher than in those lacking criteria, and the main 
phenotype is early-onset DGC. In contrast most families lacking criteria and carrying P/LP variants do not 
present HDGC-related phenotypes. These results hint to CTNNA1 additional modifiers effects in 
triggering/protecting for HDGC-specific phenotypes. Because truncating variants in the last exon only appear 
in non-HDGC families supports the formation of partially functional truncated proteins escaping NMD. 
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Introduction: Besides SHOX, an increasing number of genes (such as ACAN, FGFR3, IHH, NBAS, NPPC, 
and NPR2) have been identified in patients with isolated short stature (SS) with or without mild skeletal findings. 
 
Objective: To investigate the etiology of SS in patients with isolated SS and mild skeletal findings. 
 
Methodology: In nine probands with height below the 3rd centile and mild skeletal findings who were negative 
for SHOX deletions, we performed SHOX Sanger sequencing and/or NGS-based strategies (skeletal dysplasia 
panel or whole-exome sequencing). 
 
Results: We found monoallelic pathogenic or likely pathogenic variants in IHH in two probands, in ACAN in one 
proband, and in SHOX in another proband. In three cases, family history of SS was compatible with an 
autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance. Although IHH, ACAN and SHOX may present with specific skeletal 
findings, none were found in these patients. The variant identified in ACAN was described in another family with 
SS and osteochondritis dissecans, but the latter was not present in our patient and her family. The other variants 
are novel. 
 
Moreover, we found biallelic pathogenic variants in NBAS in one patient. Patients with NBAS variants also 
usually present with additional findings. After molecular diagnosis, the patient was shown to have Pelger-Huet 
anomaly. 
 
Of the negative cases (44%), two patients had a family history of SS, suggesting autosomal recessive 
inheritance in one and autosomal dominant inheritance in the other. 
 
Discussion: In our cohort, NGS-based strategies led to a genetic diagnosis in 56% of patients with isolated SS 
and mild skeletal findings. This yield is high in comparison with the literature, probably due to the significant 
number of familial cases and the severity of SS. In four cases, molecular diagnosis would not have been 
possible only on the basis of the clinical characteristics. Besides patients with SHOX variants, some reports 
suggest benefits of growth hormone in patients with ACAN and IHH variants, but larger studies are needed to 
confirm this growth potential. Further research is required to understand the genetics of isolated SS with or 
without mild skeletal findings. 
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Introduction: During recent years, DNA sequencing capacity has considerably improved genetic diagnostic 
rate, contributed to identification of new genetic causes of rare monogenic diseases, and challenged our 
perception about the extension and complexity of some phenotypes. Comprehensive genomic approaches, 
clinical exome and whole-exome sequencing (WES) have shown that, in a small subset, the presented 
phenotype is the product of concomitant monogenic disorders in a single patient, giving rise to so-called 
´´blended phenotypes´´. 
 
Methodology: We used a WES approach in 4,027 individuals referred for genetic diagnostic study at CGPP 
(2016-2019), for targeted disease specific multigene panels (n=3,284); or for clinical exome or analysis of WES 
in a trio (n=743), in clinically heterogeneous presentations. We systematically reviewed the genetic data of 
these 743 cases, either (singleton) clinical exome (n=629) or WES in trio (patient and both parents) (n=114). 
Patients showing variants classified as pathogenic or likely pathogenic, in at least two different genes, and data 
(at least partly) compatible with phenotype and known inheritance pattern for their disease, were reassessed. 
 
Results: Five patients had two genetic conditions: two dominant diseases were found in 3 cases; 2 patients 
had an autosomal recessive and a dominant disease. Though parental studies were not possible for all cases, 
of note is that 2 patients had de novo variants occurring in two differentgene-pairs: HUWE1  and  CHAMP1, 
and SETD5 and KIF21A. Frequency of the blended (overlapping or combined) phenotypes was ~0.67% in our 
cohort (n=743). 
 
Discussion: This work further expands knowledge about blended phenotypes as five additional cases are 
reported. Despite its overall low frequency (likely to be underestimated), the awareness about such conditions 
is important for diagnostic and genetic counselling purposes. 
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Introduction: CUL4B, located on the X chromosome, codes cullin-4B a major regulator of key cellular functions 
by controlling protein degradation. CUL4B loss of function (LoF) variants are well established as causal of 
Cabezas syndrome (CS), an X-linked intellectual disability syndrome with dysmorphic features, known to affect 
only males. We aim to show the complexity of the phenotypes related to CUL4B, describing a male patient with 
an atypical phenotype for CS and novel phenotypes associated with CUL4B, beyond the classical description 
of CS. 
 
Methodology: Clinical revision of four patients with relevant variants in CUL4B in our Medical Genetics unit.  
 
Results: One male patient presented with a CUL4B deletion and typical CS features: severe intellectual 
disability, absent speech, seizures, dolichocephaly, and bitemporal narrowing. This patient presented 
additionally some atypical features: severe lipodystrophy, and disproportionate short stature. Further studies 
are ongoing to exclude a multiloci phenotype. 
 
Two male brothers presented with CUL4B non-disruptive duplication inherited from their asymptomatic mother. 
qPCR revealed CUL4B overexpression. Both males presented with borderline intellectual disability and no 
major dysmorphic features, a phenotype less severe than that associated with CUL4B LoF. 
 
A female patient presented with phenotypic features similar to CS: severe intellectual disability, absent speech, 
seizures, dolichocephaly, and bitemporal narrowing. ArrayCGH identified a de novo partial CUL4B gene 
deletion. X-chromosome inactivation studies were non-informative. Whole exome sequencing and 15q11-13 
msMLPA were normal. This patient is part of an international collaborative effort to establish a new phenotype 
related to CUL4B LoF in females. 
 
Discussion: These patients description highlights the complexity of CUL4B-related phenotypes. LoF is not the 
only mechanism associated with CUL4B-related intellectual disability, as shown by our patients 
with CUL4B duplication. Skewed X- chromosome inactivation is a putative mechanism for CS in a female. This 
cohort description opens the discussion for the consolidation of new CUL4B-related entities beyond CS. 
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Introduction: Chromosome 3pter-3p25 deletion syndrome is characterized by low birth weight, microcephaly, 
craniofacial dysmorphism, cardiac, renal and gastric anomalies, polydactyly, hypotonia and intellectual disability 
(ID). Regarding distal trisomy 3p, craniofacial dysmorphism, psychomotor delay, ID, seizures, cardiac, 
urogenital and brain anomalies are frequently observed. The clinical features in cases with distal trisomy 3p and 
adjacent 3pter-3p25 deletion, a very rare condition, should be a combination of both disorders. Case report: We 
present a 27-year-old primigravida, referred to prenatal diagnosis consultation due the detection of truncus 
arteriosus on fetal ultrasound performed at 21 weeks of gestation. Amniocentesis was performed. Rapid 
aneuploidy detection test was done by quantitative fluorescent PCR (QF-PCR). aCGH (Agilent 4x180K) and 
conventional cytogenetics were performed to search for chromosomal abnormalities.  
 
Results: QF-PCR results revealed a male fetus and aneuploidies for chromosomes 13, 18, 21 were not 
detected. aCGH analysis revealed a 9.76Mb pathogenic deletion at 3p26.3p25.3 and a contiguous 6.65Mb 
pathogenic duplication at 3p25.3p24.3. A 1.3Mb duplication of uncertain significance at 16q23.1 was also 
detected. The analysis of metaphases by GTG banding showed loss of material at 3pter and additional material 
at the adjacent 3p region of the same homologue chromosome 3. The pregnancy was subsequently terminated.  
 
Discussion: According to literature, the majority cases with terminal deletion and concurrent adjacent 
duplication shows an inverted duplication, the most likely rearrangement occurring in the present case, although 
the orientation of duplication was not determined. The U-type exchange after a double strand break of the two 
sister chromatids is referred as the most frequent mechanism for these rearrangements. The present case, as 
the 3 cases reported with 3p inverted duplication and adjacent 3pter deletion, showed congenital heart defects, 
common in both 3pter-3p25 deletion syndrome and distal trisomy 3p. Moreover, our results highlight the 
importance of combining distinct techniques to study rare chromosomal rearrangements. 
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Introduction: Balanced insertional translocations (ITs) refer to the intercalation of a part of one chromosome 
into another non-homologous chromosome or into another part of the same chromosome 1. Therefore, the 
imbalances that result from segregation of a balanced, interchromosomal IT can be a pure segmental 
monosomy or trisomy1. Insertional rearrangements imply one of the highest reproductive risk, reaching 
theoretically 50%1. Cytogenetically visible ITs are rare chromosome rearrangements with an incidence of about 
1:80,000 live births. 
 
Case Report: We report a prenatal case referred because of single umbilical artery, ventriculomegaly and nasal 
bone length smaller than the 5th percentile. Array-CGH revealed a 17,3Mb intersticial deletion on the long arm 
of chromosome 18 and another interstitial deletion of approximately 489kb on the long arm of chromosome X. 
After array-CGH was done on the parents, both alterations were found to be de novo.  Conventional cytogenetic 
evaluation of the parents allowed the diagnosis of a balanced insertional translocation of the segment 18(q21.3-
q23) of the long arm of chromosome 18 in the long arm of chromosome 12 (band q24.31) in the mother. 
 
Discussion: This case highlights the importance of the combination of two or more techniques and it 
emphasizes the relevance of parental testing to achieve a correct diagnosis. In this case only array-CGH and 
conventional karyotyping were needed but molecular cytogenetics (FISH) could also have been required. 
Achieving an accurate diagnosis in these cases is critical for a more precise genetic risk assessment, an 
improved management of future pregnancies, including a referral for preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) 
and also allows the pursuit of further family studies. 
 
1 Nowakowska BA, de Leeuw N, Ruivenkamp CA, et al. Parental insertional balanced translocations are an 
important cause of apparently de novo CNVs in patients with developmental anomalies. Eur J Hum Genet. 
2012;20(2):166-170. 
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Introduction: Phelan-McDermid syndrome (PMS) is characterized by neonatal hypotonia, global 
developmental delay (DD), intellectual disability (ID), absent or severely delayed speech, autism spectrum 
disorder and minor dysmorphic facial features. PMS results from haploinsufficiency of SHANK3 gene caused 
by a microdeletion in 22q13.3 or by a pathogenic sequence variant. In a minority of PMS patients there is an 
increased risk of Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2). This occurs when the chromosomal imbalance is associated 
with a ring chromosome resulting from the fusion of both arms at terminal deletion breakpoints, which leads to 
mitotic instability of the adjacent 22q12.2 region encompassing NF2 gene. The development of NF2 in PMS 
patients is explained by a two-hit carcinogenesis model. Individuals with PMS associated with a terminal 
deletion should perform a karyotype to ascertain the presence of a ring chromosome. 
 
Methodology: Four females (aged 9, 11, 15 and 29 years old) and one male (aged 15 months) were referred 
to medical genetics due to global DD/ID and behavioral problems. All performed aCGH as first line genetic test 
with the identification in each of a heterozygous de novo 22q12.3 deletion, involving SHANK3 gene and 
compatible with a PMS diagnosis. Subsequently, karyotypes were performed to exclude the presence of a ring 
chromosome 22. 
 
Results: At physical examination none of the patients showed abnormalities suggestive of NF2. Two 
karyotypes are still ongoing. Karyotyping revealed a ring chromosome 22 in one of the remaining three patients. 
 
Discussion: NF2 is an autosomal dominant inherited tumour predisposition syndrome associated with 
increased risk of schwannomas (mainly of the vestibular nerve causing deafness), meningiomas, 
ependymomas and cutaneous neurofibromas. Recommended surveillance includes periodical neurological 
examination and imaging of the central nervous system. Patients with PMS caused by a terminal deletion in 
22q13.3 identified by aCGH should be evaluated with karyotype to exclude a ring chromosome. Carriers of a 
ring chromosome 22 should follow the protocols for NF2 surveillance. 
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Introduction: Advances in molecular tests brought greater capacity for genetic diagnosis. Nevertheless, even 
with these higher resolution tests, the identification of mosaics may still be a complex process, remaining the 
mosaicism a challenge for clinical diagnosis and genetic counselling. We report a mos 45,X/47,XXX fetus with 
an inconclusive result after a non invasive prenatal test (NIPT) and normal results by QF-PCR and oligoarray-
CGH (aCGH). 
 
Case Report: A pregnant woman was referred for NIPT due to an increased risk for trisomy after first trimester 
screening test. Normal results were obtained for chromosomes 13, 18 and 21 but were inconclusive for sexual 
chromosomes, indicating a possible aneuploidy involving the X chromosome in a female fetus. The geneticist 
decided to request QF-PCR for common aneuploidies and aCGH in an amniotic fluid sample, which revealed, 
in both tests, a female fetus with normal results. 
 
Since there was a strong suspicion of sexual aneuploidy, as laboratory internal quality control, metaphases 
were analysed revealing a mos 45,X[11]/47,XXX[9] karyotype. 
 
Discussion and Conclusions: The NIPT result, although inconclusive for the sexual chromosomes, it was 
suggestive of an aneuploidy, partial or complete, involving the X chr in a female fetus. The karyotype result 
explains the inconclusive NIPT and also explains the normal results observed with the other two molecular 
techniques, since it identified a 50:50 X/XXX mosaic. The QF-PCR showed two alleles for the X chr and the 
percentage of each cell line explains why no aneuploidy was identified. The normal result by aCGH is, also, due 
to normalization of ratios between the patient and control samples. 
 
This case point out the fact that despite we are in the genomic era, the karyotype is still an important tool and, 
in this particular case, it allowed a genetic diagnosis that, otherwise, would be missed. 
 
The case also highlights the role of Clinical Laboratory Geneticist (CLG) to assist the Medical Geneticist in the 
best laboratory strategy of study in order to achieve the most accurate diagnosis and genetic counselling. 
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Introduction: Congenital heart disease (CHD) is a very common birth defect and is often associated with other 
anomalies, such as dysmorphic features, and developmental delay, being a revelant cause of infant morbidity 
and mortality. Advancements in molecular techniques, namely, microarray comparative genomic hybridization 
analysis (aCGH) allow the identification of submicroscopic genomic rearrangements, detecting CNVs in patients 
with CHD. Interstitial duplication of the long arm of chromosome 6 is a rare event and phenotipically very 
variable, depending on the location, size and involving genes. 
 
Case Report: We present a 2 year old girl with short stature, Pierre Robin sequence and cardiopathy. Genetic 
analysis by array aCGH showed a 312Kb dup(6) (q22.31), encompassing the non-coding 
gene BRD7P3 and PLN and CEP85L genes, both described in the OMIM M orbid Map. Few smaller CNVs in 
duplication have been classified as benign and several similar or longer CNVs have been described as uncertain 
clinical significance. In the literature there is only one report, with a similar duplication, in a patient with 
transposition of the great arteries and atrial and ventricular septal defect, being the PLN gene suggested as a 
candidate for CHD.  
 
Conclusion: Partial duplication of chromosome 6q with phenotypic manifestations is a rare event and with a 
great genomic heterogeneity. Recently CEP85L gene has been associated with neurologic defects. 
Mutations in PLN gene, that encodes de phospholamban protein, involved in calcium signalling and muscle 
contraction, are associated with hypertrophic and dilated cardiomyopathy. Some studies demonstrate that an 
increase in PLN expression is associated with heart defects.  
 
The development of new technologies including copy number variants, and the correlation with phenotypic 
manifestations, are expanding our knowledge of genetic causes of heart anomalies. In this context, our study 
underlines the importance of PLN gene alterations as one of the candidates for CHD. 
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Introduction: CNVs involving 3p26.3 region have been associated with neurodevelopmental disorders. This 
region contains genes encoding neuronal cell adhesion molecules which play a role in the formation of axon 
connections during nervous system development:  CHL1, CNTN6, and CNTN4. We reviewed the clinical and 
genomic information of a 3p26.3 CNVs cohort in order to ascertain the region clinical burden. 
 
Methods:  We retrospectively reviewed eight patients carrying 3p26.3 CNVs, identified by aCGH: three 
deletions and six duplications (one patient harbored two duplications). Two deletions are single gene involving 
either CHL1 or CNTN6, while the third one encompasses both CNTN6 and CNTN4. In the duplication group, 
three are single gene, one involving CNTN6 and two involving CNTN4. The remaining three include a 
duplication encompassing CNTN6 and CHL1, and two contiguous duplications of CNTN6 and CNTN4. One 
deletion and three duplications were inherited from unaffected parents. 
 
Results/Conclusion: Deletion carriers presented mild/moderate ID (2/3), ASD (2/3), speech delay (1/3), 
epilepsy (1/3), and dysmorphic features (1/3). Duplication carriers exhibited a more heterogeneous phenotype, 
also including mild DD/ID (4/5), speech delay (2/5), epilepsy (1/5), and dysmorphic features (1/5). Single gene 
CNVs are particularly valuable for understanding the effects of gene dosage alterations: a milder phenotype 
was observed for the CNTN6 duplication when compared to the reciprocal deletion; CHL1 deletion is likely 
responsible for the observed ASD, speech delay and dysmorphisms; CNTN4 duplications are associated with 
DD/ID and speech delay. Our data is comparable to previously reported cases and suggests 
that CNTN6, CNTN4 and CHL1 are dosage-sensitive genes with a central role in cognitive development. 
Incomplete penetrance is widely described justifying the existence of unaffected carrier parents. Variable 
expressivity and reduced penetrance are especially challenging in genetic counseling. To further investigate 
the genotype-phenotype correlation of CNTN6, CNTN4 and CHL1 CNVs, we propose putting together a 
national cohort to help clarify “what lies beneath” 3p26.3 region. 
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Introduction: Patients with chromosome 2q37 deletion syndrome or brachydactyly-mental retardation 
syndrome (BDMR) (OMIM 600430), or Albright´s hereditary osteodytrophy-like (AHO-like) syndrome show a 
highly variable spectrum of clinical manifestations, that can result from different deletion sizes and gene content. 
This syndrome has been associated with deletion or heterozygous mutation in the HDAC4 gene. 
 
Common clinical features include type E brachydactyly and facial dysmorphism, obesity and autism spectrum 
disorders. Short stature, mild to moderate intellectual disability and behavioural problems have also been 
described. 
 
This syndrome has rarely been reported in prenatal diagnosis, and has been associated with central nervous 
system (CNS) abnormalities and intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR), among others. 
 
Methodology: A 37-year-old healthy pregnant woman was referred for amniocentesis at 21 weeks of gestation, 
due to fetal CNS malformations (slight ventriculomegalia, braquicephaly) and increased nuchal translucency in 
1st trimester. 
 
Aneuploidy screening, CGH microarray (60K) and karyotype analysis (GTL bands) were performed. 
 
Results: Microarray CGH-array analysis revealed a pathogenic copy number loss at chromosome 2q37.1q37.3. 
Fetal karyotype showed an unbalanced chromosome rearrangement involving chromosomes 2 and 7, with loss 
of the distal 2q37 segment: 46,XX,der(2)t(2;7)(q37;q36),del(7)(q36). 
Parental karyotypes revealed a normal constitution. 
 
Discussion: Deletion of the 2q37 locus is one of the most commonly observed anomalies involving 
subtelomeric regions described in the literature. However, it is not frequently described in prenatal diagnosis, 
where association with CNS malformations and IUGR were described. 
 
The results obtained relate to the ultrasound findings observed in this fetus. 
 
In the present case, the use of array-CGH and karyotype analysis provided a better understanding of the 
chromosome imbalance, therefore stressing that in many circumstances it is very important to rely on them as 
complementary techniques. 
 
Genotype-phenotype correlations are crucial for genetic counselling and the orientation of medical decisions. 
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Introduction: Moderate to severe intellectual disability (previously known as mental retardation) with autosomal 
dominant inheritance (MRD) is very often caused by de novo variants. Pathogenic variants in MRD disorders 
with complete penetrance are frequently presumed to be de novo in the absence of segregation studies. In 
those instances, a theoretical recurrence risk estimated at 1% or lower is given to healthy parents. 
MRD43 (# 616977) is an intellectual disability syndrome with neurological manifestations associated with loss-
of-function HIVEP2 heterozygous variants. 
 
Clinical case: A 33-mo boy referred to Genetics for moderate developmental delay, hypotonia, wide-based 
gait, dysmorphic features, strabismus, and hypermetropia. He was the only child to healthy non-
consanguineous parents with unremarkable family history. Array-CGH and general biochemistry were 
inconclusive. Brain MRI showed mild encephalic white matter reduction and corpus callosum hypoplasia. WES-
based NGS panel with 1502 developmental delay/ID genes disclosed a previously described heterozygous 
nonsense pathogenic HIVEP2 variant [c.2827C>T p.(Arg943*)], establishing an MRD43 diagnosis. Segregation 
studies showed the variant was present in the mother with somatic mosaicism in 15% of peripheral blood cells. 
After genetic counselling with a maximum recurrence risk of 50%, the couple opted for PGD and preliminary 
haplotype studies are ongoing.    
 
Discussion: To our knowledge, this description of an inherited HIVEP2 pathogenic variant is unique in the 
literature. The maternal mosaicism was well tolerated despite considerable expression in the blood sample and, 
likely, in the gonadal tissue. This clinical case highlights that a previously reported pathogenic variant in an MDR 
gene can in fact be inherited, dramatically increasing the recurrence risk and significantly impacting parents’ 
reproductive options. Parental testing should be mandatory for pathogenic variants in this context, especially 
when parents consider further family planning. 
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Introduction: Congenital heart disease (CHD) is the most common form of birth defects. The incidence of CHD 
is about 0.8% to 1% in live-born, full-term births, and it is ten times higher in preterm infants (8.3%). The 
atrioventricular septum defect (AVDS) is the most common CHD detectable in utero. AVSD is known to occur 
in either a nonsyndromic (isolated) form or, more commonly, as part of a malformation syndrome. 
 
Methodology: A 30-year-old woman at 12 weeks of gestation was referred for prenatal diagnosis due to fetal 
AVSD. 
Chromosomal microarray analysis (CMA) was carried out after a normal molecular rapid aneuploidy test result. 
 
Results: CMA identified, in a male fetus, a 3,11 Mb interstitial deletion at 8p23.1 - arr[GRCh37] 
8p23.1(8824857_11935465)x1. 
 
This region encompasses 17 OMIM genes including GATA4. This protein is thought to regulate genes involved 
in embryogenesis and in myocardial differentiation and function. 
 
Parental testing was requested and CMA was performed revealing that the deletion is de novo. 
 
Discussion: Deletions and mutations of the GATA4 gene are associated with cardiac septal defects. 
This deletion has a pathogenic clinical significance. 
 
The AVSD found in the fetus can be explained by the observed genomic change. 
 
Interstitial deletions of 8p23.1 are associated with a variable spectrum of anomalies that include congenital heart 
malformations. The prevalence is unknown but 8p23.1 deletions are rare. Most 8p deletions occurs de novo. 
The accuracy of cardiac defects in obstetric ultrasound and the identification of the genetic cause provide more 
knowledge for the genetic counseling. The parents opted to terminate the pregnancy. 
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Introduction: In 2019, Cortese et al.  established that diallelic expansion of an intronic (AAGGG)n 
in RFC1 (400_2,000 repeats), is the genetic cause of the cerebellar ataxia, neuropathy, vestibular areflexia 
syndrome (CANVAS). That tract is very heterogeneous in the general population. Four main allelic variants 
were described: the (AAAAG)11 reference allele (freq.=0.755); expanded AAAAG or AAAGG repeats 
(freq.=0.130 and 0.079); and the pathogenic (AAGGG)n expansion (freq.=0.007)- this relatively high frequency 
suggests that CANVAS may represent a considerable fraction of late-onset ataxias. 
 
Methodology: Genetic analysis was based on the approach described by Cortese et al. (2019): (1).  a 
fluorescently labelled PCR was used to amplify the repeat’s region; (2).it was multiplexed with a set of control 
primers to check DNA amplification. Presence of RFC1 PCR products precludes a diagnosis of CANVAS, 
although the patient may still be a carrier. (3) Three specific repeat-primed PCRs (RP-PCRs) were performed, 
each targeting one of the known pentanucleotides - presence of the continuous stutter peak profile in the 
AAGGG-specific RP-PCR, and absence of similar results in the other two PCRs, is compatible with the 
diagnosis of CANVAS. 
 
Results: A total of 43 CANVAS patients were ascertained.  
Most of them had already been tested for other ataxias, through targeted approaches and/or NGS ataxia gene 
panels. Until now, 24 patients (from 20 families) have been found with the diallelic (AAGGG)n expansion; 4 
were carriers. Age of onset was 54.8±10.3 years. The most frequent symptoms at onset were unsteady gait 
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(n=19) and sensory complaint (n=9). A sequencing technique is still being implemented to confirm the presence 
of the (AAGGG)n expansion. 
 
Discussion: This is the first report of genetically characterized CANVAS in Portugal. As further cases are 
studied, this cohort could expand significantly. Sizing the expansion, although technically challenging, is 
relevant for genotype-phenotype correlations and clinical management. Testing the (AAGGG)n expansion in 
undiagnosed patients with late-onset ataxia (especially those with the typical clinical triad) is highly 
recommended. 
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Introduction: Tatton-Brown-Rahman Syndrome (TBRS) is caused by mutations in DNMT3A, and 
characterized by intellectual disability (ID), distinctive facial appearance and overgrowth. Studies regarding its 
cognitive and behavioural profiles have revealed a better performance in verbal tasks and a high prevalence of 
autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 
 
Methodology: Clinical data were collected from the patient’s medical records and clinical observations 
encompassing a period of eight years. 
 
Results: We report a 19-year-old male with unremarkable family history, pregnancy and delivery. Somatometry 
went above the 97th centile postnatally. Skeletal findings comprised macrocephaly, disproportionate tall stature, 
thoracolumbar kyphosis, vertebral fusion, cubitus valgus, arachnodactyly and hyperlaxity. Progressive 
coarsening of facial features, heavy horizontal eyebrows, deep-set eyes and narrow palpebral fissures were 
noted. He was diagnosed with moderate ID, ASD and a disruptive, impulse-control and conduct disorder. Mood 
stabilizers were effective in decreasing disruptive episodes, which were characterized by irritability, temper 
tantrums, aggressive and defiant behaviour. Psychotic symptoms, including auditory hallucinations and 
episodes of euphoria were noted, although not meeting criteria for psychosis or a mood disorder. Genetic testing 
with whole exome sequencing identified a previously unreported de novo variant in DNMT3A:c.1657_1659del, 
p.(Asn553del). 
 
Discussion: DNMT3A encodes a DNA methyltransferase, which is essential for establishing methylation during 
embryogenesis. The variant identified in this patient is located in a critical ATRX-Dnmt3-Dnmt3L functional 
domain. The patient’s skeletal and dysmorphic features, as well as ID and ASD are typical of TBRS. However, 
psychotic symptoms and disruptive behaviour have been reported infrequently and their course and 
management overlooked. Although intensive clinical follow-up is not usually needed in patients with TBRS, we 
highlight that disruptive behaviour and psychiatric complications may lead to a heavy disease burden to patients 
and their families if not appropriately identified and treated. 
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Introduction: Mitochondrial disorders are a heterogeneous group of disorders caused by primary dysfunction 
of the respiratory chain. Mitochondrial myopathies frequently present with multi-system dysfunction, an 
extensive variability of phenotypes and genetic etiologies, as well as a generally poor genotype–phenotype 
correlation. 
 
Case Report: Here we report a case of a 30 year-old female referred to our clinic by ataxia with symptom onset 
at 22 years of age. Family history was inconclusive for hereditary pathologies. 
 
At clinical observation, she had appendicular and axial ataxia, hyperreflexia, dysarthria, decreased muscle 
strength of the four limbs, vertical nystagmus with occasional diplopia. A progressive worsening of the 
symptoms was noted. 
 
Regarding complementary diagnostic tests, we highlight: normal echocardiogram and electrocardiogram; 
normal analytical assessment of liver, renal and thyroid function; normal level of vitamin E; normal metabolic 
investigation; brain MRI revealed cerebellar atrophy with symmetrical involvement of the vermis and 
hemispheres; muscle biopsy revealed aspects that may be compatible with myofibrillar myopathy. 
 
As a differential diagnosis, we considered the groups of mitochondrial myopathies and spinocerebellar ataxias. 
Genetic study of mitochondrial DNA in muscle tissue cells revealed a 4977bp deletion that includes the 
genes ATPase8, ATPase6, COXIII, tRNAGly, ND3, tRNAArg, ND4L, ND4, tRNAHis, tRNASer2, tRNALeu2 an
d ND5, compatible with mitochondrial myopathy. Additionally, Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) panel 
identified two pathogenic variants in ANO10 gene, in compound heterozygosity, compatible with the diagnosis 
of autosomal recessive spinocerebellar ataxia type 10. 
 
The patient started treatment with coenzyme q10, levocarnitine, creatine and a multivitamin complex. 
 
Conclusion: We report a case of overlapping mitochondrial myopathy and autosomal recessive spinocerebellar 
ataxia type 10. 
 
We emphasize the importance of a multidisciplinary approach, especially in the diagnosis of rare diseases and 
highlight the importance of a thorough diagnostic investigation in order to be able to identify situations of 
overlapping diagnoses. 
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Background: Autosomal recessive cutis laxa type 1C (ARCL1C, MIM #613177) is a rare connective tissue 
disorder caused by LTBP4 mutations. ARCL1C presents with cutis laxa, early childhood-onset pulmonary 
emphysema, peripheral pulmonary artery stenosis, and other evidence of a generalized connective disorder 
such as hernias. To date, only 19 patients have been reported. 
 
Case report: A 4-month-old boy was referred to our clinic for multiple congenital anomalies evaluation. He was 
the child of a consanguineous and healthy Cape Verdean couple. Clinical history included neonatal hypotonia, 
congenital heart disease characterized by moderate peripheral pulmonary artery stenosis, ostium secundum 
atrial septal defect and mild aortic valve insufficiency, diaphragmatic hernia, and inguinal hernia. At our 
observation, he had loose skin with sagging cheeks, sloping forehead, periorbital fullness, depressed nasal 
bridge with anteverted nares, everted lower lip and micrognathia. A clinical diagnosis of cutis laxa was given 
due to the presence of the dermatological hallmark. WES-based virtual panel revealed a homozygous splice 
site variant in LTBP4 gene [NM_003573.2:c.780+2T>G p.?], classified as pathogenic, establishing the 
diagnosis of ARCL1C. 
 
Discussion: This specific variant was only reported in one case. The case was a Cape Verdean girl who had 
a similar presentation and died by the age of two due to pulmonary emphysema. Up to the moment, our patient 
did not show signs of respiratory distress. However, multidisciplinary evaluations are planned including periodic 
assessment of pulmonary function and imaging of gastrointestinal and urinary tracts. Also, the patient developed 
neck abscesses, which we hypothesized it could be a new ARCL1C feature. 
 
Conclusion: Data from patients are needed to better characterize the LTBP4-related phenotype and define 
clinical diagnostic criteria, genotype-phenotype correlations, and prognosis. By reporting cervical abscesses as 
a possible additional feature related to LTBP4 mutations, this case further broadens the clinical spectrum of 
ARCL1C. Additionally, it enabled an appropriate surveillance and genetic counselling to the patient and family. 
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Introduction: HNRNPK gene encodes the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K, which plays a role in 
cellular regulation and bone homeostasis. HNRNPK haploinsufficiency causes Au-Kline syndrome (AKS) 
characterized by moderate to severe intellectual disability (ID), hypotonia, and typical craniofacial features. 
Congenital heart disease, hydronephrosis, palate abnormalities, and oligodontia are reported in most patients. 
Additional findings include visual anomalies, variable autonomic dysfunction, urogenital and skeletal problems. 
We are aware of at least 25 patients worldwide, of whom 12 reported in the literature (9 bearing point mutations 
and 3 with microdeletions in 9q21.32 encompassing the HNRNPK gene, all de novo). 
 
Methodology: We describe an 18-year-old girl, the only child of a non-consanguineous couple. Family history 
was irrelevant. After birth, hypotonia, soft cleft palate with bifid uvula, dysplastic mitral valve and bicuspid aortic 
valve, and congenital hip dislocation were noticed. She evolved with moderate ID, significant motor delay, 
language impairment with barely noticeable sentences, stereotypies, short stature, and dysmorphisms. She had 
no autonomy in activities of daily living. Other relevant features included hypermetropia and ocular 
angiosclerosis, bilateral ureterohydronephrosis, leukopenia with recurrent respiratory infections, agenesis of the 
maxillary lateral incisors, joint laxity, scoliosis, anteversion of the femoral necks, external tibial torsion, and high 
pain tolerance. 
 
Results: Solo whole exome sequencing was performed, after extensive investigation, revealing the presence 
of a heterozygous frameshift likely pathogenic variant in HNRNPK gene. 
 
Discussion: Although the prevalence of AKS is yet to be determined, it should be considered in the differential 
diagnosis of overlapping conditions, namely Kabuki syndrome. There are no significant phenotypic differences 
between point mutations and microdeletions, supporting HNRNPK haploinsufficiency as the primary 
mechanism. Further case reporting and data sharing are essential to better delineate this syndrome and 
improve patient management. 
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Introduction: Ataxia with oculomotor apraxia (AOA), the second most frequent cause of recessive ataxia in 
Portugal, is characterized by childhood-onset cerebellar ataxia, sensorimotor axonal neuropathy and 
oculomotor apraxia. AOA type 4 (AOA4) displays a varying degree of cognitive impairment and dystonia. In 
2015, our group demonstrated that diallelic variants in the polynucleotide kinase 3´-phosphatase (PNKP) gene 
cause AOA4. 
 
Objectives: Report additional AOA4 patients, identified during routine diagnostics; and update the mutational 
spectrum of PNKP gene. 
 
Methods: We reviewed the genetic and clinical data from a sequential series of patients found to have 
pathogenic variants in PNKP at our laboratory, from 2015 to 2019. Genetic analysis was performed by 
conventional (Sanger) sequencing of the PNKP gene or through a next-generation sequencing (NGS) gene 
panel (based on whole-exome sequencing) for recessive ataxias. 
 
Results: A total of 10 Portuguese AOA patients (7 families) were found to be homozygotes (2 families) or 
compound heterozygotes (5 families), harbouring 4 known PNKPpathogenic variants: c.1221_1223del 
(p.Thr408del) and c.1123G>T (p.Gly375Trp) (each present in 4 families), c.1315_1330delinsGGGGACG 
(p.Arg439_Pro444delinsGlyAspAla) and c.1029+2T>C (r.spl) (each present in 1 family); and 2 novel variants: 
c.1510del(p.Arg504Glyfs*) and c.1282_1283insACAAACCCAGAC (p.Ala428delinsAspLysProArgPro) – the 
pathogenicity of this insertion is being confirmed. Interestingly, all the 21 Portuguese patients identified so far 
have, in at least one of the disease’s alleles, the variant p.Thr408del or p.Gly375Trp, providing a common 
mutational link between the 11 different genotypes in this cohort. 
 
Discussion: This study expands the number of AOA4 patients genetically characterized by our group, from the 
11 reported in 2015 to a total of 21. Furthermore, it confirms AOA4 as being amongst the most frequent subtypes 
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of recessive ataxia in Portugal. Considering the limited number of additional patients from other populations 
reported in literature (n=8), this cohort is paramount to further characterize AOA4 as a clinical entity. 
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P62 - NOVEL GENOTYPIC AND PHENOTYPIC FEATURES OF CCDC22-RELATED RITSCHER-SCHINZEL 
SYNDROME 
 
Nuno Maia1; Joana Damásio2; Ana Maria Fortuna3; Rosário Santos1; Manuel Melo-Pires4; Arjan PM de 
Brouwer5; Paula Jorge1 
1Unidade de Genética Molecular, Centro de Genética Médica Doutor Jacinto Magalhães (CGM), Centro 
Hospitalar Universitário do Porto (CHUP); Unidade Multidisciplinar de Investigação Biomédica (UMIB), Instituto 
de Ciências Biomédicas Abel Salazar (ICBAS), UP.; 2Serviço de Neurologia, Centro Hospitalar Universitário do 
Porto (CHUP); Unidade Multidisciplinar de Investigação Biomédica (UMIB), Instituto de Ciências Biomédicas 
Abel Salazar (ICBAS), UP.; 3Unidade de Genética Médica, Centro de Genética Médica Doutor Jacinto 
Magalhães (CGM), Centro Hospitalar Universitário do Porto (CHUP); Unidade Multidisciplinar de Investigação 
Biomédica (UMIB), Instituto de Ciências Biomédicas Abel Salazar (ICBAS), UP; 4Serviço de Neuropatologia, 
Centro Hospitalar e Universitário do Porto (CHUP); 5Department of Human Genetics, Donders Institute for 
Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands. 
 
 
Background: CCDC22 is implicated in the X-linked Ritscher-Schinzel syndrome 2 (RTSC2), an intellectual 
disability (ID) syndrome showing craniofacial, heart and brain abnormalities. RTSC2 has been described in 
eight patients (two unrelated families), showing missense CCDC22 variants affecting N- and C-terminal amino 
acid residues. Herein, we describe the clinical and cascade genetic investigations of two affected brothers with 
a novel CCDC22 variant. 
 
Methods: After a negative first-tier genetic investigation, exome sequencing (ES) and CNV analysis were 
performed in the youngest sibling. Sanger sequencing and MLPA were used to confirm or exclude putative 
pathogenic variants. 
 
Results: The two brothers, born to first-degree consanguineous parents, and with three maternal uncles 
showing mild ID, present facial dysmorphic features, brachydactyly, dysarthria, brisk deep tendon reflexes, limb 
rigidity and broad base gait. The oldest presented a delay in motor acquisitions and both have ID, with poor 
school achievements. Brain MRI revealed T2* hypointensities of the pallidum, and a small cystic formation of 
the vermis in one sibling. CNV analysis revealed a duplication in 17q21, excluded by MLPA. Sanger sequencing 
confirmed the presence of the CCDC22 missense variant c.700C>T, p.(R234C) in both affected brothers, in the 
mother in heterozygosity, and absent in the healthy sister. Other familial studies are ongoing.  
 
Discussion: The missense variant c.700C>T was considered likely pathogenic due to its rarity (2.42e-5 in 
gnomAD) and the large physicochemical difference between arginine and cysteine. Despite the scarcity of 
clinical information, previously reported RTSC2 patients were reviewed in terms of phenotype and genotype. 
Interestingly, no cardiac impairment was noticed in our patients, which might be explained by the fact that a 
distinct protein region is affected. Overall, this study further widens the genotypic and phenotypic spectrum of 
the very rare condition RTSC2. Nevertheless, the deleterious effect of this variant requires further investigation, 
to ultimately contribute towards deciphering the phenotypic outcomes of specific CCDC22 variants. 
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P63 - CHROMOSOME 10q23 DELETION SYNDROME – CASE REPORT AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Daniela Oliveira1; Isabel Dinis2; Cláudia Piedade3; Ricardo Ferreira4; Maria Francelina Lopes5; Jorge Saraiva6; 
Sofia Maia7 

1Medical Genetics Unit, Hospital Pediátrico, Centro Hospitalar e Universitário de Coimbra, Coimbra, 
Portugal; 2Pediatric Endocrinology Unit, Hospital Pediátrico, Centro Hospitalar e Universitário de Coimbra, 
Coimbra, Portugal; 3Pediatric Surgery Unit, Hospital Pediátrico, Centro Hospitalar e Universitário de Coimbra, 
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Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal; 5Pediatric Surgery Unit, Hospital Pediátrico, Centro Hospitalar e Universitário de 
Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal; University Clinic of Surgery, Faculty of Medicine, University of Coimbra, Portugal; 
Clinical Academic Center of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal; 6Medical Genetics Unit, Hospital Pediátrico, Centro 
Hospitalar e Universitário de Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal; Clinical Academic Center of Coimbra, Coimbra, 
Portugal; University Clinic of Pediatrics, Faculty of Medicine, University of Coimbra, Portugal; 7Medical Genetics 
Unit, Hospital Pediátrico, Centro Hospitalar e Universitário de Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal; University Clinic of 
Genetics, Faculty of Medicine, University of Coimbra, Portugal 
 
 
Context: Chromosome 10q23 Deletion Syndrome is a rare entity defined by a germline chromosomal deletion 
that encompasses PTEN and BMPR1A genes associated with PTEN Hamartoma Tumor Syndrome (PHTS) 
and Juvenile Polyposis Syndrome (JPS), respectively. Patients usually have severe juvenile polyposis with 
gastrointestinal bleeding, refractory anemia and protein-losing enteropathy. Other associated features include 
macrocephaly, thyroid disease, congenital heart defects, developmental delay and an increased malignancy 
risk. There are 26 patients described in the literature with a limited follow-up period. 
 
Case Report: We describe a 16-year-old male who was diagnosed at the age of 1 year with patent ductus 
arteriosus and interatrial communication, post-natal short stature, macrocephaly, mild developmental delay and 
minor dysmorphisms. He later developed a refractory anemia due to recurrent hematochezia, chronic diarrhea 
with hypoalbuminemia, rectal prolapse and abdominal distension. Array-CGH analysis detected a de 
novo 3.34Mb deletion at 10q23.1q23.31 and allowed us to establish the diagnosis at the age of 6 years. A 
follow-up program was implemented with gastrointestinal surveillance and thyroid, abdominal and pelvic 
ultrasound. At the age of 7 years he was submitted to a subtotal colectomy and multiple endoscopic 
polypectomy, which lead to significant clinical improvement. The histological study revealed juvenile polyposis. 
At the age of 15 years a total thyroidectomy was performed and histological analysis unveiled a papillary 
microcarcinoma. 
 
Discussion: Reported patients with Chromosome 10q23 Deletion Syndrome have variable phenotypes with 
severe gastrointestinal symptoms, prominent extraintestinal features and an increased risk of colorectal, thyroid 
and ovary tumors. The report of long term follow-up of patients such as ours is crucial for the development and 
publication of specific surveillance and treatment guidelines. In the absence of these, we proposed for this 
patient a follow-up plan based on the adaptation of current recommendations for both PHTS and JPS. 
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P64 - A NOVEL MISSENSE VARIANT CAUSING GATAD2B-ASSOCIATED NEURODEVELOPMENTAL 
DISORDER (GAND) 
 
Ana Grangeia1; Rita Quental1; Ana L. Leite2; Ana C. Maia2; Miguel Leão1 

1Serviço de Genética, Centro Hospitalar Universitário de São João; 2Serviço de Pediatria, Centro Hospitalar de 
Vila Nova de Gaia/Espinho 
 
 
Introduction: Pathogenic variants in the GATAD2B gene have been associated with a neurodevelopmental 
disorder (GAND, MIM 615074) characterized by childhood hypotonia, severe intellectual disability (ID), 
macrocephaly and dysmorphic features. Since its first description in 2013, only seven subjects were identified 
with GATAD2B missense variants that localized within the two conserved region domains (CR1 or CR2) of the 
GATAD2B protein. 
Here, we report a 12-year-old boy with macrocephaly and ID with a novel GATAD2B missense variant. 
 
Results: Our male patient was born at term after an uneventful pregnancy. During the first two years of life, 
height and weight followed the 50th with posterior growth deceleration by age of 5. The height dropped to the 
5th percentile and he had a bone age delay of 4 years. All developmental milestones were abnormal from early 
infancy. His IQ was 56. Hearing loss, hypermetropia, constipation, obsessions and severe developmental co-
ordination disorder were also noted. Brain MRIs was normal. At age 10 he presented ID, normal weight, height 
below the 5th percentile, head circumference in 98th percentile, scoliosis and pectus carinatum. Fragil X, aCGH 
and FOXP1 gene sequencing analyses were normal. Trio-based WES revealed a de novo missense variant 
in GATAD2B (NM_020699: c.1136T>C; p.(Phe379Ser)). This variant is not reported in the population GnomAD 
or disease ClinVar databases and bioinformatic analysis predicted the variant as disease-causing. 
 
Discussion: A recent study proposed that missense variants within GATAD2B CR domains disrupted assembly 
of nucleosome remodelling and deacetylase (NuRD) complex proteins, explaining the clinical overlap with other 
disorders associated with the NuRD complex (CHD3 and CHD4 genes) like hypotonia, intellectual disability, 
childhood apraxia of speech and macrocephaly (1). Here we reported a patient with ID and macrocephaly with 
a novel missense variant located within the CR2 of the GATAD2B protein. His clinical features are in 
accordance with reported GAND’s clinical phenotype. 
 
References: 1. Genetics in Medicine (2020) https://doi.org/10.1038/ s41436-019- 0747-z. 
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RODRIGUES, RAQUEL - P 52, P 49 
RODRIGUES, SEBASTIÃO - P 14 
ROLO, EVA - P 49 
ROMÃO, LUÍSA - P 4, P 20, OP 3, P 21 
ROOIMANS, MARTIN - P 24 
ROSA, ANA - P 23 
ROSAS, MARIA JOSÉ - P 61 
ROSMANINHO-SALGADO, JOANA - P 8 
SACRAS, MARIA - P 59 
SALGADO, JOANA - P 41 
SALGADO, PAULA - P 56 
SAMÕES, RAQUEL - P 56 
SANJANA, NEVILLE E. - OP 2 
SANTO, GUSTAVO - P 27 
SANTOS, ANA - P 27 
SANTOS, ANDREIA - P 36 
SANTOS, BRÍGIDA - P 28 
SANTOS, DANIELA - P 33 
SANTOS, FLÁVIA - OP 5 
SANTOS, HELENA - P 29 
SANTOS, JOÃO - P 15, P 22 
SANTOS, MARTA - P 23 
SANTOS, RENATO - P 2 
SANTOS, ROSÁRIO - P 62, OP 5, P 49 
SARAIVA, JORGE M. - P 41 
SARAIVA, JORGE - P 63 
SCHROCK, EVELYN - OP 4 
SENTCHORDI-MONTANÉ, LUCIA - P 44 
SEQUEIRA, SÍLVIA - P 29 
SEQUEIROS, JORGE - P 61, P 45, P 58 
SERAFIM, SÍLVIA S. - P 55 
SERRA-JUHÉ, CLARA - P 31 
SEVERO, MILTON - P 42 
SIJBRANDS, ERIC - P 38 
SILVA, ANA LUÍSA - P 10 
SILVA, CATARINA SILVEIRA & INÊS - OP 4 
SILVA, CATARINA - P 14 
SILVA, JOEL - P 6 
SILVA, LISBETH - P 29 
SILVA, MARISA D. - P 55 
SILVA, NEUZA S. - P 55 
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SILVA, PATRÍCIA - P 3 
SILVA, PAULO - P 61, P 45 
SILVA, RAQUEL GOUVEIA - P 60 
SILVA, RITA S. - P 26 
SILVA-SOARES, SANDRA - P 42 
SILVEIRA-SANTOS, ROSÁRIO - P 44, P 52 
SIMÃO, LAURENTINO R. - P 55 
SIMÃO, MÁRCIO - P 6 
SOARES, CAROLINA - P 61 
SOARES, CELIA AZEVEDO - P 46 
SOARES, GABRIELA - P 46, P 29 
SOARES, MARTA P. - OP 9 
SOTO, JOSÉ L. - OP 4 
SOUSA, ANA BERTA - P 41, P 44, P 52, P 57, OP 9, 
P 60, P 49 
SOUSA, ANA LUÍSA - P 56 
SOUSA, ANA PAULA - P 56 
SOUSA, ANA - P 44, P 52, P 49 
SOUSA, MÁRIO - P 42 
SOUSA, SUSANA - P 61, P 45 
SOUSA, SÉRGIO B. - P 41 
SPIER, STEFAN ARETZ & ISABEL - OP 4 
STEINKE, ELKE HOLINSKI-FEDER & VERENA - 
OP 4 
SUPERTI-FURGA, ANDREA - P 44 
SWIECH, LUKASZ - OP 2 
SÁ, JOAQUIM - P 41 
SÁ, MARIANA SOEIRO - P 52 
SÍLVIA, CATARINA - P 3 
TAIPA, RICARDO - P 56 
TARELHO, ANA R. - P 55 
TAVARES, INÊS MOURA - P 12 
TAVARES, INÊS - OP 6 
TEDALDI, DANIELE CALISTRI & GIANLUCA - OP 4 
TEIXEIRA, MANUEL - OP 4 
TELES, ELISA LEÃO - P 29 
TELLES, ALBERTO GALVÃO - P 8 
THEISEN, PATRÍCIA - P 3 
TICHY, LUKAS - P 38 
TISCHKOWITZ, MARC - OP 4 
TKACHENKO, NATÁLIA - P 46 
TOMÉ, SANDRA - P 19 
TRAVESSA, ANDRE M. - P 44 
TRAVESSA, ANDRÉ - P 52, P 26, P 49 
TRINDADE, JOANA - P 53 
TRINDER, MARK - P 38 
VAL, MARIANA - P 47, P 30, P 32, P 51 
VALDEMAR, LEANDRO - P 61 
VALE-FERNANDES, EMÍDIO - OP 5 

VARELA, DÉBORA - P 9, P 11 
VARELA, TATIANA - P 9 
VASCONCELOS, SARA - P 13 
VASCONCELOS-FERREIRA, ANA - OP 2 
VICENTE, ASTRID - P 15, P 22 
VIEIRA, JOÃO PEDRO - P 29 
VIEIRA, LUÍS - P 14, P 26, P 3 
VILA-CHÃ, NUNO - P 56 
VILARINHO, LAURA - P 29 
VILELA, JOANA - P 15, P 22 
VITORINO, MARTA - P 9 
WAISFISZ, QUINTEN - P 24 
WAND, HANNAH - P 38 
WANG, JIAN - P 38 
WILLIAMS, MAGGIE - P 38 
WOLTHUIS, ROB - P 24 
WOODWARD, EMMA - OP 4 
ZHANG, FENG - OP 2 
ZIMMERMANN, HEATHER - P 38 
ZIMON, MAGDALENA - P 16 
ZUZARTE, MÓNICA - P 12 
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